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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are attractive for information discovery in large–
scale data–rich environments. However, emerging applications of WSNs such as mili-
tary applications, emergency response systems and disaster recovery systems require
their autonomous operation. Such autonomous WSNs are designed to work with-
out a main control centre and can be single or multi-dimensional. Multi-dimensional
autonomous WSNs are deployed in complex, hostile and data–rich environments to
sense data and events relating to multiple attributes simultaneously (e.g., tempera-
ture, humidity, (enemy) movement).
The process of information discovery consists of three main functions which are
data storage, data dissemination and query resolution. These functions individually
present unique challenges to the process of information discovery. As solutions for
these individual challenges and to ensure the quality of service (QoS) of the network,
energy eﬃcient, scalable and fast information discovery schemes are essential.
Recent attempts to solve this problem have aimed to achieve better energy eﬃ-
ciency and fast query resolution. However, the proposed schemes suﬀer from “hotspots”
caused by the overuse of certain nodes in the process of information discovery and
are therefore not energy eﬃcient. In addition to the hotspot problem, current ap-
proaches fail to eﬃciently solve multi-dimensional range queries. Existing approaches
have failed to fully exploit the network to develop an energy eﬃcient, scalable and
fast information discovery process to support mission–critical applications.
In this thesis, ﬁrst, an adaptive, energy eﬃcient and scalable solution for a multi-
dimensional autonomous wireless sensor network which eﬃciently combines “push”
xv
and “pull” strategies for information discovery is proposed for sensor grids. The
same scheme is then extended to randomly deployed WSNs. However, one major
drawback of the proposed random implementation was the hotspot problem. There-
fore, an alternate energy eﬃcient, scalable and fast information discovery solution
was designed and developed for random autonomous WSNs using perimeter based
data storage. Distributed storage in WSNs makes solving multi-dimensional range
queries a time and energy consuming practice. Hence, we propose a time based, load
balanced storage for solving multi-dimensional range queries. The results prove that
in comparison to current approaches, the proposed approaches achieves low latency
and higher lifetime in the process of information discovery.
xvi
Chapter 1
Introduction
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a densely scattered group of self-
conﬁgurable sensor nodes. Wireless sensor nodes collect data from the environment
to detect or measure physical phenomena. They are strongly resource constrained
in terms of power, computational capacity and memory. A WSN monitors a wide
range of events such as habitat exploration of animals [1] [2] [3], home appliances [4],
health applications [5] [6], safety warning systems [7] [8], traﬃc control systems [9]
[10] [11], forest ﬁre detection [12], battleﬁeld surveillance [13] [14] [15] and ﬂood
detection [16]. Each Wireless Sensor node consists of multi-mode sensing hardware,
a processor, a power supply, memory, an antenna and location detection capabilities.
These embedded devices form an untethered autonomous system to monitor and
interact with the physical world [17]. Sensors are networked to coordinate and perform
high level tasks that support collaborative sensing and actuation.
Batteries are the main source of power supply for wireless sensor nodes, so the
lifetime1 of a wireless sensor node is dependent on the energy of its battery. The three
functions which consume energy in a wireless sensor node are (i) sensing activity (ii)
1Network lifetime can be conservatively deﬁned as the time at which the ﬁrst sensor node in the
network dies.
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Figure 1.1: Simple Architecture of a Traditional WSN
processing and (iii) communication [17].
As shown in Fig. 1.1, a traditional WSN consists of distributed sensor nodes and a
control centre (sink). Numerous sensor nodes gather information which is then routed
to a central point commonly referred to as the sink and this communication pattern
has been assumed to be many-to-one. However, many emerging applications for
autonomous WSNs (e.g., mission–critical applications such as battleﬁeld surveillance,
emergency response systems such as ﬁre detecting systems ) require dissemination
of information to interested clients within the network; thus requiring support for
diﬀering traﬃc patterns.
Autonomous WSNs are diﬀerent from traditional WSNs, as shown in Fig. 1.2, as
they are designed to work without a main control centre. The autonomous WSNs are
2
Figure 1.2: Simple Architecture of an Autonomous WSN
Emerging applications for WSNs require to support for diﬀerent traﬃc patterns to disseminate information among
interested clients. For instance, in a military application, soldiers in a battleﬁeld might “query” for the presence of
tanks.
setup and usually deployed for a speciﬁc purpose specially to meet an urgently ap-
pearing communication need in an unattended environment. Information discovery in
autonomous WSNs is challenging due to the inherent characteristics that distinguish
these networks from other traditional WSNs [18]. The random deployment of wireless
sensor nodes in inaccessible terrain or disaster relief operations is common and this
demands that sensor network protocols must possess self-organizing capabilities [18].
Each sensor node should be within a transmission range of a neighbouring sensor and
needs to know the identity and location of its neighbours in order to support pro-
cessing, collaboration and continued operations. For these self-organized autonomous
networks, the network topology has to be constructed in real time and updated pe-
riodically as sensor nodes fail, are removed or newly deployed [19]. Since each sensor
node has a limited communication range, it only interacts with its neighbours, and
does not have a global knowledge of the network. Also, the relatively large number
of densely scattered sensor nodes makes it impossible to build a global addressing
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scheme for the network. Therefore, traditional address-centric methods (e.g., IP-
based protocols) are not applied to autonomous WSNs. In autonomous WSNs, it is
more important to obtain the data than knowing the identiﬁcation of who the sender
and receiver of the data is.
Autonomous WSNs can be single dimensional or multi-dimensional. We distin-
guish them as autonomous WSNs deployed to sense a single attribute (e.g., tem-
perature) or multiple attributes (e.g., temperature, humidity, wind speed, etc.). In
this thesis our focus is on multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs which are deployed
in complex environments to sense and collect data relating to multiple attributes
(multi-dimensional data) [20]. These networks are responsible for collecting and stor-
ing one or more attributes, disseminating them and resolving queries over the WSN
to retrieve information. This process is known as information discovery. The process
consists of the three main functions of data storage, data dissemination, and query
resolution (data retrieval).
Such networks present unique challenges to in-network data storage/aggregation,
data dissemination and query resolution, and to information discovery as a whole.
These multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs demand energy eﬃciency in the process
of information discovery and eﬃcient data dissemination and query resolution meth-
ods. When these functions of information discovery are associated properly, it will
result in a high level of network performance and Quality of Service (QoS). In this
thesis, the main focus is on information discovery in multi-dimensional autonomous
WSNs which are deployed in mission-critical applications with a focus on energy
eﬃciency and improved QoS.
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1.1 Motivation
Information discovery is the key responsibility ofmulti-dimensional autonomous WSNs.
An example of a mission–critical application in hostile environments is to gather intel-
ligence without the risk of human casualties (e.g., battle ﬁelds, nuclear power plants,
volcanic monitoring, etc). As discussed earlier, multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs
are intended to work without a main control centre. Therefore, unique and novel
information discovery mechanisms are needed to support such multi-dimensional au-
tonomous mission–critical applications. The life-critical nature of these applications
require that the dissemination of data and query resolution processes to be eﬃcient.
These processes have to be eﬃcient both in terms of their application and network
performance. To fully exploit the data dissemination and querying capabilities of
these networks, energy-eﬃcient and scalable solutions for information discovery are
essential.
Traditionally, the communication pattern in WSNs has been assumed as many-
to-one. However, many emerging applications for WSNs require autonomous network
operation and dissemination of information to interested clients within the network,
thus requiring support for diﬀering traﬃc patterns and in-network data storage, data
dissemination and query resolution. For instance, in a military application, soldiers
in a battleﬁeld can query about the presence of enemies or in an emergency response
situation, ﬁre-ﬁghters in a building may query about areas of high temperature. The
mission–critical nature of these applications requires the latency of query resolution to
be minimized thus placing more stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements on the
process of information discovery. Further, maximizing the lifetime of the network is
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particularly important where sensor nodes are deployed in unattended environments
such as in battleﬁelds or emergency response applications, which demand autonomous
network operation. The eﬃcient management of energy by balancing the load of
the network will lead to a longer network lifetime and therefore, the necessity for
novel approaches to eﬃciently improve the process of information discovery on multi-
dimensional autonomous WSNs cannot be overstated. In this thesis, four diﬀerent
methods for multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs are proposed and they render the
process of information discovery more eﬃcient to ensure a longer network lifetime,
while improving the QoS provided to applications.
1.2 Research Objective
Multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs are deployed to detect or measure multiple at-
tributes in complex environments. They are also intended to work without a sink.
Further, they are required to support the unique traﬃc patterns of mission–critical
applications and are deployed in unattended environments. Information discovery in
multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs require both energy-eﬃcient and distributed
methods for in-network data storage/aggregation, data dissemination and query res-
olution of multiple attributes [21] [22] [23]. These requirements make information
discovery in multidimensional autonomous WSNs a challenging task. Therefore, the
objective of this research is to design and develop fast, energy eﬃcient, scalable and
load-balanced approaches for information discovery to improve the QoS and to max-
imize the lifetime of multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs.
6
1.3 Research Problems
The provision of information discovery byMulti-dimensional autonomous WSNs spec-
iﬁes how data is disseminated and stored as well as how queries are routed to discover
relevant data within the network. The main research problem of information discov-
ery is formulated as a load balancing problem for multiple attributes in autonomous
WSNs, with the combined aim being to increase network lifetime and reduce the query
resolution latency by introducing multi-resolution to the data storage architecture.
In order to design and develop fast, energy eﬃcient, scalable and load-balanced
approaches for information discovery to improve the QoS and to maximize the lifetime
of multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs, the following research questions are raised.
(i) How to design and develop an energy eﬃcient, load-balanced, scalable and de-
centralized data storage architecture in multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs?
(ii) How to identify an adaptive and optimal routing structure for the process of
information discovery in multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs?
(iii) How to design and develop a fast and energy eﬃcient routing for the process of
information discovery to ensure QoS and performance of applications in multi-
dimensional autonomous WSNs?
(iv) How to distribute the traﬃc of the network to avoid overuse of certain nodes in
the process of information discovery in multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs?
(v) How to design and develop a distributed architecture to solve time based com-
plex multi-dimensional range queries eﬃciently in multi-dimensional autonomous
WSNs?
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1.4 Contributions
The combined aim of solving the challenges mentioned in Section 1.3 is to increase the
network lifetime and to reduce the query resolution latency to achieve higher QoS of
multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs. The proposed approaches are based on Data-
Centric Storage (DCS) [24]. The DCS stores data in a data region/node, which is
determined by the name associated with the sensed data [24]. The work in this thesis
diﬀers from other recent developments, such as [25], [26], [27] and [28], in that we do
not employ greedy mechanisms for data or query dissemination, depend on topological
constraints or require knowledge of information location. Further, the aggregated data
is stored at multiple levels of resolution to enable fast query resolution without the
need for always accessing a detailed level of information. Multi-resolution reduces
overall network traﬃc, mitigates congestion eﬀects and hotspots in the network and
reduces the query resolution latency.
The work presented in this thesis develops eﬃcient in-network information discovery
approaches for multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs. The main contributions of this
thesis are follows :
(i) A multi-dimensional DCS-based distributed storage architecture with multi-
resolution and an adaptive optimal routing structure which supports energy
eﬃciency while enabling fast data dissemination and query resolution for ALL-
type (global) and ANY-type (local) queries in multi-dimensional autonomous
wireless sensor grids. An ALL-type query is required to traverse the network
globally to collect all the information of an attribute. For example, in a ﬁre-
ﬁghting scenario the sensor node will query the following:“which locations in
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the building have a temperature that is > 60 degrees?” However, an ANY-type
query is required to traverse until it reaches any information of the attribute.
From the same scenario, an example of an ANY-type query can be, “Is there any
location in the building with a temperature that is > 60 degrees?”. Based on the
query-type of ANY or ALL, the query resolution latency changes considerably.
Further, a distributed DCS-based storage architecture for multiple attributes
with multiple levels of resolution was extended for random multi-dimensional
autonomous WSNs with a metric based energy eﬃcient node selection using the
packet count of the neighbours.
(ii) An energy eﬃcient, load-balanced and perimeter-based distributed data storage
method is proposed with multi-resolution for multiple attributes which increase
the query locality and also reduce hotspots 2 using perimeter data collection.
The query locality refers to the distance traveled (i.e., number of hops) by
data to a storage sensor node. This is proportional to the distance between
the consumer and the data producer [30]. Further, the metric which develops
energy eﬃcient routing trees is further enhanced with the neighbour count of
each direct neighbour.
(iii) A distributed, energy eﬃcient, load-balanced, time-based storage architecture is
designed and developed for multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs with random
topologies. The proposed approach minimizes storage and query hotspots and
supports solving complex range queries eﬃciently. To enable energy eﬃcient
2The hotspots are a major problem that arise in multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs due to the
overuse of certain nodes. According to Aly et al., [29] hotspots are of two types; storage hotspots and
query hotspots. Storage hotspots are formed when several sensor readings are mapped for storage
to a relatively small number of sensor nodes [29]. Query hotspots occur when several user queries
target a few sensor nodes [29].
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routing, a metric is used with each neighbours’ distance gain to the destination
and the packet count as the sum of packets sent and received. The packet counts
give an indication of the residual energy level of the neighbouring sensor nodes.
1.5 Overview of the Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 starts by introducing the three basic functions of information dis-
covery and their relationship. A broad description about the early research on in-
formation discovery architectures is then described and is categorized based on the
structure, diﬀusion direction and the storage location. Storage-based approaches are
examined and particular focus is given to how existing Data-Centric Storage-based
approaches match the information producers with information consumers in the pro-
cess of information discovery. In conclusion, the challenges of information discovery
in multi-dimensional WSNs are presented.
InChapter 3, an adaptive approach for information discovery in multi-dimensional
autonomous wireless sensor grids is proposed. This approach is called the Adaptive
Multi-Dimensional Multi-Resolution Architecture (A-MDMRA). As the ﬁrst step the
performance of A-MDMRA is analyzed to examine how eﬃciently “push” and “pull”
strategies are combined for information discovery and how it adapts to variations
in the frequencies of events and queries in the network to construct optimal routing
structures. As the second step, the MDMRA is extended to random WSNs and dis-
tributed algorithms for self-organization, data dissemination and the query resolution
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processes of MDMRA-random. Further, the energy metric used to develop energy-
rich trees for data dissemination and query resolution is discussed. The network
energy maps are also presented to compare the results/hotspots of the diﬀerent ap-
proaches with MDMRA-random. The simulation results show that MDMRA-random
can signiﬁcantly increase network lifetime and minimize query processing latency, thus
resulting in Quality of Service (QoS) improvements. However, the energy maps reveal
that the sensor nodes particularly on the inner-path suﬀer from hotspot problems.
In Chapter 4, we further investigate mitigating and managing hotspots by intro-
ducing perimeter data storage with multi-resolution to increase query locality. The
distributed algorithms for self-organization, data dissemination and query resolution
functions are ﬁrst described and then the metric is proposed with the packet count,
distance gain and the neighbour count. Finally, the simulation results will be pre-
sented. The results show that perimeter data storage outperforms the other proposed
approaches and further improves the energy eﬃciency, minimizes the query resolution
latency and reduces hotspots.
In Chapter 5, we consider managing hotspots and present a time-based multi-
dimensional, multi-resolution storage approach for time-based range queries that bal-
ances the energy consumption by balancing the traﬃc load as uniformly as possible.
The worst-case message complexity for query resolution will then be analyzed for the
proposed approach. Finally, the simulation results will be presented to show that the
proposed approach for time-based range query resolution oﬀers signiﬁcant improve-
ments on information discovery latency compared with current range query resolution
approaches.
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Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by summarizing the major work we have un-
dertaken and the major contributions. Possible avenues for future research are also
provided.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are deployed in various application domains such
as natural disaster relief [31] [1], biomedical health monitoring [5] [6], hazardous en-
vironment exploration [32] [33] [34], as well as mission-critical applications, military
target tracking, surveillance [14] [15], and ﬁre and emergency response systems [35].
Large-scale sense-and-respond applications impose several requirements on informa-
tion discovery protocols and demand a longer lifetime. The problems related to
information discovery in WSNs have attracted the attention of an increasing number
of scholars in recent years. Information discovery in WSNs focuses on increasing the
lifetime and improving the Quality of Service (QoS) of the WSNs [36] [37] [38]. Most
of the current techniques aim towards reducing communication and processing over-
head and thereby decreasing energy consumption. As a starting point, a speciﬁc set of
literature has been reviewed and reported in this chapter to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the current state of the art in Information Discovery in WSNs.
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2.1 Information Discovery in WSNs
Information discovery is the key responsibility of various emerging sensor network
applications that involve information producers (known as data sources) that per-
form data acquisition and event detection to associate with consumers (known as
the querier). Consumers often search for information and demand eﬃcient query
resolution mechanisms because of resource limitations [39] [40]. For instance, a sen-
sor network might be deployed in a battle ﬁeld to increase awareness at night when
visibility is low. Data dissemination refers to the pushing of data/event by sensor
nodes that detect data either immediately or periodically, disseminate to a central
location (a sink), one or more data storage sensor nodes or the entire network. For
example, a sensor node that detects a tank could immediately disseminate this data
over the network to one or more data storage sensor nodes. A solider who is inter-
ested in where the tanks are in the battleﬁeld will send a query to the data storage
sensor nodes to obtain information about the tanks. This function of data retrieval
is referred to as query resolution. The data storage sensor nodes are responsible for
storing data received from the producers (e.g., a sensor node detects a presence of
a tank) and support and facilitate the query resolution by the soldier. Accordingly,
data dissemination, data storage, and query resolution are the three main functions
of the process of Information Discovery in WSNs. The three main functions are per-
formed cooperatively and as shown in Fig. 2.1, these functions overlap each other.
Both data dissemination and query dissemination require routing of data packets and
the query. In the process of data gathering, data is collected is received on the data
storage sensor nodes which are also referred to as rendezvous nodes. When a query
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is received by a data storage sensor node, it is processed by that data storage sensor
node to produce the required information. This process of getting a result for a query
is known as query processing.
Figure 2.1: The Relationship Between the Sub Functions in Information Discovery
When studying and understanding the process of information discovery in WSNs,
it is important to distinguish their main functions and review them. In the next
section, we explain data storage in WSNs and the main concerns.
2.1.1 Data Storage
Data storage deﬁnes the methods and architecture for storing data (arranging of
rendezvous sensor nodes). Sensor nodes are spread across a large geographical loca-
tion and each sensor node has individual storage and collects data in a distributed
fashion. Such intrinsic characteristics of the sensor nodes in the WSNs make them
suitable candidates for distributed data storage and management techniques. How-
ever, many solutions developed for general distributed computing platforms and for
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ad-hoc networks cannot be applied to sensor networks [41]. Therefore, when apply-
ing distributed data storage techniques in WSNs  multi-dimensions of data  and  data
aggregation are two signi cant concerns that need to be addressed.
2.1.1.1 Multi-dimensions of Data
In complex application environments,  multi-dimensional WSNs  are often deployed
as the data of a single-attribute may not be adequate to detect an event. Such
networks present unique challenges to data storage, dissemination and in-network
query resolutionbecause of the extra computation cost ofprocessinghighdimensional
data [42]. Based on the number of data dimensions (attributes) considered, WSNs
can be categorized into two types.
Single-dimensional WSNs  are responsible for collecting a single attribute
[21]. A single-dimensional WSN monitors and records only one physical condi-
tion ( e.g.,  temperature) of the eldand stores it inadata storage location. Such
WSNs are required to e ciently store and retrieve a single attribute [43] [44].
Multi-dimensional WSNs  are capable of collecting, representing and storing
multiple attributes (multi-dimensions) [20] [45] [46] [47] [48]. Most sensor net-
works aredeployed tomeasuredata from the environment and in some cases, to
identify a phenomenon. WSNs observe more than one physical or environmen-
tal condition (such as temperature, humidity, pressure, etc.). In such networks,
sensornodes (either individually or collaboratively) willdetect events. An event
can generally be described as a tuple of attribute values, ( a1,a2,...,a k), where
each attribute  ai where ( i  = 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,...,k  ) represents a sensor reading or some
value corresponding to a detection. The complexity of high dimensional data
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storage is a challenge. Implementing a distributed multi-dimensional storage in
WSNs which supports eﬃcient in-network information discovery is still an open
research topic with much potential.
2.1.1.2 Data Aggregation
Palazzo et al. have deﬁned data aggregation as the process of combining and com-
pressing messages/packets into a smaller number while maintaining the same infor-
mation [49]. Data aggregation techniques try to alleviate the localized congestion
problem by compressing packets containing the same information. On the other
hand, data aggregation can be used to represent all the information that was origi-
nally conveyed by the initial packets [49]. Accordingly, it is also deﬁned as a process
through which a combination of messages travel into the network so the data pack-
ets can be ﬁltered before sending to the sink(s). This functionality helps to reduce
the network load by decreasing the overhead of unnecessary storage, processing and
transmission of redundant packets throughout the network [49], thus giving rise to
a mitigation of congestion eﬀects on highly loaded sensor nodes in the network [49].
However, inappropriate data aggregation will possibly result in the loss of accuracy
and integrity of the data [49] and delay the resolution of queries. If there is a need
for synchronization between an aggregator and its neighbours, this could also result
in delay. And the latency and loss of data will impact on the QoS of information dis-
covery. Palazzo et al. also emphasized the disadvantages of needing to minimize the
impact of duplicate packets and the additional processing required by sensor nodes
in the network which will consume more energy. However, data aggregation reduces
energy consumption in query resolution and saves data processing time since data is
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pre-aggregated.
Data aggregation could be performed within a network or externally at a base
station [50]. Local data processing is less expensive than data dissemination to exter-
nal storage [49]. In order to lengthen the lifetime and reduce congestion and latency
of the network, it is important to minimize the amount of data that needs to be
disseminated over the network. One possible solution is to eliminate duplicate data
packets by concatenating them at the in-network data aggregation points.
Figure 2.2: Tree Based In-network Data Aggregation
The leaf nodes send data to the parent nodes (data aggregation nodes). The parents concatenate multiple packets
and calculate averages. Thenmultiple queries are sent by the sink to the intermediate nodes to retrieve the datawith
the required level of aggregation (e.g., hourly orminute-wise)
In-network Data Aggregation  In-network data aggregation requires inter-
mediate nodes to perform the aggregation of en-route packets and then send
them towards the sink [49]. In-network data aggregation methods can be sum-
marized into four categories as  tree-based [51] [52] [53],  cluster-based [54] [52],
application-speci c  [55] [56] and  structure-free  [57] [58]. This is a complicated
and global functionality as the aggregation algorithms are distributed in the
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network and require coordination among sensor nodes to achieve better per-
formance [59]. The processing of data at the intermediate nodes occurs with
the objective of reducing resource consumption which will positively impact on
the lifetime of the network [59]. Two distinct approaches are introduced to
shorten the network lifetime [59]: In-network aggregation with size reduction
and In-network aggregation without size reduction.
– In-network aggregation with size reduction involves combining and com-
pressing data from diﬀerent data producers (data sources) to reduce the
data packets sent over the network
– In-network aggregation without size reduction refers to the process of di-
rectly merging data coming from diﬀerent sources into the same packet
without the processing of data
Some routing algorithms take advantage by implementing a tree structure and
enabling eﬃcient routing. A classic in-network data aggregation technique and
some other examples are the Minimum Steiner Tree (MST) [49], the Shortest
Path Tree (SPT) [60] and the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) [61]. As shown
in Fig. 2.2, the tree root is the data sink and the source nodes become the
leaf nodes. An intermediate sensor node can combine multiple packets, and
can concatenate or compress them to create a convergcast tree, which is the
inverse of a broadcast tree. The data compression helps to keep summary in-
formation such as average, count, maximum or minimum. Each intermediate
sensor node on the convergecast tree can have multiple child nodes to receive
data but only one parent sensor node to transmit data. The in-network data
aggregation techniques require a number of basic components such as suitable
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data dissemination protocols, aggregation functions, and e cient ways of rep-
resenting the data [59]. Despite the complexities, in-network data aggregation
o ers promising design solutions for future applications on autonomous WSNs.
Multi-resolution Storage  is another aspect of data aggregation implemented
when features are not known a priori [62]. The raw data are summarized into
di erent stages and are stored in di erent levels of information. Such a facility
is useful in the storage design of sensor data and in the process of information
discovery for di erent reasons [62], such as
–  allowing users to look at cheap low-resolution data from a larger region
before deciding to obtain more detailed and potentially more expensive
data sets [62]. A further reason is that,
–  compressed low-resolution sensor data from a large number of nodes can
often be su cient for spatio-temporal querying to obtain statistical esti-
mates of a large body of data [62]
The hierarchical construction ofmulti-resolution uses wavelets, which is a com-
mon signal processing technique for lossy compression. It has two components:
temporal summarization and spatial summarization [62]. A major challenge of
multi-resolution is to de ne the duration between old summaries and new sum-
maries. This problem is known as  data aging . In order to ensure the accuracy
and currentness of the data and to utilize the network resources e ciently, it is
essential to discard the old summaries while generating new summaries. [62].
In order to manage and update distributed data storage in the process of infor-
mation discovery, the data dissemination function plays an integral role. Therefore,
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the next section describes data dissemination, which is a component of information
discovery in WSNs.
2.1.2 Data Dissemination
In the process of information discovery, data dissemination plays a signiﬁcant role as
the foundation mechanism for the communication of sensor nodes in both distributed
data storage [63] and in-network query resolution. Data could be generated from
anywhere in the network and needs to reach a data storage/aggregation point. The
high deployment density of sensor nodes results in transmitting redundant sensory
data during the process of data gathering. Dissemination of redundant data packets
wastes the energy and bandwidth of the network [49] and creates a more congested
network. Most of the approaches aim to maximize the lifetime of the network by
reducing the packet exchange, which leads to minimizing the energy consumption of
the network. The basic data dissemination models in WSNs have been assumed to
be one-to-many and many-to-many. In the one-to-many model, data is aggregated
to a speciﬁc data storage/aggregation location(s), usually referred to as a sink. In
the many-to-many model, each sensor node in the network can act as both a data
storage/aggregation point and a data producer.
Flooding and Gossiping were the initial approaches for data dissemination used
in WSNs. The mechanism of ﬂooding involves each sensor node broadcasting a re-
ceived data packet to all its neighbours until the packet reaches its ﬁnal destination.
Whereas gossiping involves the receiving sensor node randomly choosing a single
neighbour it will forward the packet to. The packet will then be forwarded to another
single randomly chosen neighbour and so on. Flooding is an easy data dissemination
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(a) Interest Propagation (b) Initial Gradient Setup (c) Data Delivery along the
reinforced path
Figure 2.3: A Simpliﬁed Scheme for Directed Diﬀusion
mechanism to implement, however the cost comes at the expense of performance. As
Heinzelman et al. mentioned in [64], there are several deﬁciencies with ﬂooding such
as implosion, overlap and resource-blindness [64]. The message being duplicated to
the same sensor node is known as implosion and sensoring the same stimuli by one
or more nodes is called overlap. Extreme ineﬃcient resource utilization, which does
not take the available resource into account, is called resource-blindness [64]. Early
approaches to optimal data dissemination structures in large scale networks can be
traced back to directed diﬀusion [65] and rumour routing [66]. Directed diﬀusion
consists of three elements: interest dissemination, gradient setup and data delivery.
Directed diﬀusion is based on naming the data by attribute-value pairs. This way
nodes can specify their interests for speciﬁc data. The message exchange is performed
in the following way: First, an interest message is diﬀused, i.e., propagated by a
ﬂooding algorithm through the network. This sets up so-called gradients that point
backwards along the path of the propagated interest. The gradients determine the
path back to the originator of the interest. The routing steps of directed diﬀusion
is shown in Fig. 2.3. Sensor nodes that hold data matching the interest then send
the requested data along the gradients. The Sensor Protocol for Information via
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Negotiation (SPIN) [64] [67] was also one of the initial protocols proposed to overcome
the deﬁciencies that existed with the classic ﬂooding approach.
Quality of Service (QoS) of data dissemination approaches provide real time guar-
anteed end-to-end transmission of data packets [68]. He et al. [68] proposed a real-time
communication protocol for sensor networks called SPEED. SPEED requires each sen-
sor node to maintain information about its neighbours and uses geographic forwarding
to ﬁnd the paths. Many other algorithms have been proposed after autonomous data
dissemination approaches, such as Greedy Face Routing Protocol (GPRS) [69] [70],
Gradient Landmark-Based Distributed Routing protocol (GLIDER) [71], and Ad-hoc
On-Demand distance Vector (AODV) [72]. These algorithms tried to reduce ﬂooding
and provided eﬃcient data dissemination mechanisms. Therefore, these algorithms
were used with many real-time applications on autonomous WSNs.
The most demanding function of information discovery in WSNs is query resolu-
tion because query resolution latency has a direct impact on the QoS of the network.
The producer sends the event information to the data storage/aggregation point using
data dissemination to make them available for query resolution.
2.1.3 Query Resolution
A request for information is initiated via a query (or queries) from a data consumer,
which is then sent to a data producer or a data storage location(s). The query is
processed by the data storage sensor node and generates the relevant information for
the data consumer who sends the request. This process is known as query resolution.
The query resolution could be further divided into query dissemination and query
processing. The query processing and monitoring applications (e.g., ﬁre monitoring,
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weather monitoring) follow either the  warehouse or  distributed  processing approach
or both [73].
Warehouse approach - The data are pushed to a centralized powerful location
for processing. The processing may include cleaning, querying or performing
a detailed analysis for knowledge discovery. In this approach, data generation
occurs internallywithin the network and data processing occurs in a geographi-
cally or topologically external location. Therefore, there is a distinct separation
between data generation location and data processing location. High energy
consumption of transferring data to a central location makes this approach un-
suitable for information discovery on autonomous WSNs. This approach is well
suited for an aggregate query search for historical data.
Distributed approach - This approach considers anetwork as a set ofdistributed
databases where data can be queried [73] from remote sites. A query or sub
parts of the query sent to sensor nodes (considered as distributed databases)
is processed and it takes advantage of the sensor nodes’ processing power. In
exchange, less data transmission will result in increased in-network data pro-
cessing.
The queries over WSNs are categorized in di erent ways. These categorizations
arebased on features such as thenature of information searched, location of execution
or the time taken to execute the query. Table 2.1 summarizes the di erent types of
queries with respective examples.
A query that is executed over a WSN could fall into one ormore categories as dis-
cussed above. The data storage / aggregation sensor nodes in WSNs should perform
in-network query resolution on these di erent categories of queries.
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Table 2.1: Diﬀerent Types of Queries in WSNs
Query type Description
Location-based queries [74] Queries interested about a speciﬁc region of the network
Attribute-based queries [74] Queries used to satisfy users who are interested in some attribute
based selection criteria. These queries will be ﬂooded into the
network.
Historical queries [75] Typically an aggregate query runs over historical data obtained
by the sensor nodes. For example, a query which checks for the
average temperature for the year 2014
Long-running queries [75] A query processed over a user-deﬁned time period by sensor nodes
in the network. For example, retrieving the temperature every 30
minutes for the next ﬁve hours from area “A”
Ad-hoc/snapshot [75] A question of the current status of the sensor network. For example,
retrieving the current temperature of area “B”
Structured queries [76] A query that is aware of where the exact information is located and
uses mechanisms such as index (i.e., hash or tree) or itineraries
Unstructured queries [76] Queries not aware of the destination of the requested information
in advance
Equal queries [77] A query searches for an exact set of values based on an equality
condition for single or multiple attributes
Range queries [42] A query searches for information related to a speciﬁc range or
ranges on single or multiple attributes
Searching for single attribute queries [78] A query includes only an attribute and the condition could be in
range or equal
Searching for multiple attribute queries [78] A query includes multiple attributes and the condition could be in
range or equal
Group by queries [79] A query request for aggregated information on detailed data.
These queries can get SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX, etc. from the
detailed data of attributes. For example, a query that searches
for the average temperature of detailed data for 2014. (e.g., Se-
lect AVG(Temperature) From Table Where year = 2014 Group by
Temperature)
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The information discovery process in WSNs is a combined eﬀort between data
storage, data dissemination and query resolution. Previous research has made con-
siderable attempts to solve the problem of information discovery and the next section
of this chapter is a summary of such attempts. We extend the categorization discussed
in [30] and [60] based on the diﬀerences of the various approaches.
2.2 Categorization of Information Discovery Ap-
proaches for WSNs
This section provides a broad description about the initial research on the approaches
to information discovery. Figure 2.4 depicts an extension on the taxonomy [30], [60]
of information discovery approaches available in the literature. Structure-oriented,
diﬀusion direction–oriented and storage location–oriented are the three main imme-
diate branches of information discovery approaches. The corresponding subtypes for
each branch are displayed in the leaves of each three branches.
2.2.1 Structure–Oriented Approaches
Structure–oriented approaches have a pre-deﬁned structure, such as cluster, index,
chain, grid and an itinerary for data dissemination or query resolution in the pro-
cess of information discovery. Each subtype of the structure–oriented approach is
explained with examples below.
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Figure 2.4: Existing Approaches on Information Discovery for Wireless Sensor Networks
2.2.1.1 Cluster
The key idea underpinning cluster–based architecture is the division of the network
into clusters with cluster-heads [80]. Current clustering algorithms usually utilize two
techniques. These are (i) elect a cluster head [81] with more residual energy or (ii)
rotate cluster heads periodically. These energy–centered cluster selection techniques
try to uniformly distribute the energy consumption within the cluster and try to
extend the lifetime of the network [82]. However, the cluster heads closer to the base
station are burdened with a heavy relay of traﬃc because they cooperate with each
other to forward their data to the base station and tend to die much faster.
Saving energy is the initial rationale to break down a WSN into several clusters
and sensor nodes only transmit data to its closest neighbouring cluster head. There-
fore, the communication overhead will be reduced in comparison to transferring data
packets to a sink. Figure 2.5 shows the cluster based architecture of LEACH [83].
Sensor nodes are divided into clusters with a cluster head. In the cluster setup phase,
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Figure 2.5: LEACH - Clustering Architecture
each node invokes a randomized algorithm to decide whether the sensor node wants
to serve as a cluster head. If a sensor node does not agree to be a cluster head,
the sensor node then joins the cluster head with the strongest signal strength. After
clusters are formed, all members of a cluster send their data to their head, and the
head aggregates the data from the members and sends it to the base station.
The main disadvantage with  cluster-based architecture is the overhead of dynamic
cluster formation. Therefore, most of the existing research on  cluster-based architec-
ture  aims to minimize energy consumption [82] [84] of the cluster formation.
2.2.1.2 Index
Tree and hashing are widely used index based approaches for information discovery
in WSNs.
Tree–based
In the  tree based approach , the sensor nodes are organized into  a tree [85] where
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data reduction is performed at intermediate sensor nodes along the tree and
concise representation of the data is transmitted to the root sensor node. The
root isusually the sink. However, a single sinkmay frequently fail to receivedata
due tobroken paths. Zhang  et al.  proposed a mobility–based frameworknamed
dynamic proxy tree  [86] . In this framework, anetwork is composedof stationary
sensornodes and several mobile hosts called sinks. The sensornodes areused to
detect and continuouslymonitor somemobile targets, while themobile sinks are
used to collect data from speci c sensor nodes called source. The source detects
the targets andperiodically generates detected data or aggregates detecteddata
from a subset of sensor nodes. Because of target mobility, a source may change
and a new sensor closer to the target may become a source. Each source is
represented by a stationary  source proxy  and each sink is represented by a
stationary  sink proxy . The  source and  sink proxies  are temporary in the sense
they change as the source sensor nodes change and the sinks move. The proxies
related to the same source form a  proxy tree . Using the  tree , a source can push
data to its  proxy , which further pushes the data to multiple source proxies. In
addition, a sensor node could query its  proxy  to get the data.
Hashing
A hash index consists of a collection of key-value pairs in an array. A hash
function ( e.g., f  ( x )) maps index keys to corresponding values in the hash index.
In the wireless sensor network context, hashing is used to identify the locations
of the data storage nodes. In [87] Ratnasamy  et al.  proposed a Geographic
Hash Table (GHT) which hashes keys into geographic coordinates, and stores
a key-value pair at the sensor node geographically nearest the hash of its key.
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2.2.1.3 Chain
The key principle of the chain–based strategy is the fact that each sensor node only
transmits to its closest neighbour. Each sensor node only communicates with a close
neighbour and continues transmission to the base station which reduces the com-
munication overhead [88]. Power-Eﬃcient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems
(PEGASIS) [54] is an extension on the clustering approach LEACH in which all nodes
are organized into a chain. PEGASIS outperforms LEACH [83] by limiting the num-
ber of transmissions that is received among all sensor nodes. LEACH only uses one
transmission to the base station per round. At each step, the non-chain sensor node
which is closest to the chain sensor node is selected and appended to the chain as
a new head. Compared to LEACH, PEGASIS reduces the energy consumption of
the sensor nodes. However, data dissemination and query resolution latencies are
signiﬁcantly high and have proven to be unsuitable for large-sized networks.
2.2.1.4 Grid
In the grid–based strategy, the target ﬁeld is divided into grids. A set of sensor nodes
is assigned as the data concentrators in the ﬁxed region of the WSNs and the sensor
nodes are divided into segments. The sensor nodes in a particular grid will transmit
data directly to the data concentrator of that grid. There are diﬀerent motivations be-
hind the sensor networks with grid-based networks [89]. The computational resources
and storage on the grid can be used to process large amounts of data generated by
sensor nodes. The grid provides ﬂexibility of sharing and seamless access to a wide va-
riety of resources in a pervasive manner. Quy et al. proposed the coordination-based
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data dissemination scheme (CODE) [90], which is a grid-based eﬃcient data dissem-
ination method. CODE selects a coordinator to disseminate data within each grid
cell. As the data producer (source) detects an event, it ﬂoods a message containing
its location to inform all coordinators before reporting the data. Using this informed
location, the sink then builds a routing path toward the source by forwarding a query.
2.2.1.5 Itinerary
Itinerary based approaches are simple yet could incur higher latency in data dissem-
ination and query resolution [91]. Itinerary based approaches are based on data and
query dissemination along a well-designed itinerary [92]. Fu et al. proposed a criterion
for query resolution using itineraries derived for optimizing either the performance
criterion of query latency or energy consumption [93].
2.2.2 Diﬀusion Direction–Oriented Strategies
The data collection method for diﬀusion direction–oriented strategies are : (i) Push
(ii) Pull and (iii) Hybrid [94].
2.2.2.1 Push
The push–based strategy is where the source sensor node actively disseminates the
information to other sensor nodes, and they usually use ﬂooding [94] for data dissem-
ination. When an incident arises, the source sensor node will broadcast the service
information around the neighbour area. The push–based strategy is an event-driven
approach. This process leads to a large number of unnecessary information transmis-
sions in the whole network. The cost of a push–based strategy is heavy especially
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when the network is dense, and it may also lead to congestion in the network and
high latency in data dissemination [94].
2.2.2.2 Pull
The  pull  –based approach sends information on request and follows a reactive ap-
proach. After the consumer actively sends a query, the sensor nodes with the desired
information will receive the query. It will then send back a reply to the sensor node
that sent the query. This  pull  –based strategy is e cient when the number of queries
is relatively small and also less e cient when there are more queries. The pull–based
approaches further divides as  one-phase pull di usion  and  two-phase pull di usion .
One-phase pull di usion
The sink uses ooding to broadcast the  interest message to all sensor nodes.
However, instead of using blind ooding, the replies are delivered back to the
sinkalong thebackward transmissionpathof thequerieswith the lowest latency.
This  interest message will set up direct parent-child relationships among sensor
nodes and will also start to build a routing tree in the network by considering
the order in which it receives the  interest message .
Two-phase pull di usion
Similar to  one-phase ,  two-phase pulldi usion [65] involves ooding tobroadcast
the interest message in the network. The second phase also involves ooding
to deliver the data packets along the reinforced path. The data packets could
be needlessly repeated due to the presence of redundant links between a source
and a sink. This creates loops which is a major drawback of the  two-phase
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method. Both queries and replies are broadcast throughout the network and
ﬂooding adds the biggest overhead to the two-phase pull diﬀusion.
2.2.2.3 Hybrid
The hybrid approach uses both the strategies, namely pull–based and push–based.
Some of the examples that use the hybrid approach are comb needle [44], cross-
road [95] and a hybrid acquisition [94]. In early research on information discovery in
WSNs, Liu et al. proposed [44] a hybrid approach (i.e., push and pull) to simulate
a comb-needle for data dissemination and retrieval. Sensor nodes are in a grid and
a sensor node that generates and pushes data vertically above and below its location
to build a vertical needle of length . When a sensor node has a query, the query is
then pushed out horizontally every s vertical hops with the resulting routing structure
representing a comb. This process is reversed to construct a reverse comb [44] when
the frequency of queries is greater than the frequency of events. In reverse comb,
the data is pushed out using the comb routing structure while the query constructs
a vertical needle of length . However, the main drawback of this approach is the
lack of any attempt to balance the load in the network. A sensor node generating a
large number of events will always replicate its data along the same path using the
same sensor nodes. Apart from the storage limitations of sensor nodes, such a static
approach will impact negatively on the lifetime of the network.
2.2.3 Storage Location–Oriented Approaches
Storage location–oriented approaches are further divided into external, local and data-
centric storage (DCS) [96] depending on how the storage architecture is designed for
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query resolution and data dissemination.
2.2.3.1 External
With this method, sensor nodes send data to speciﬁc external storage(s) either peri-
odically or whenever it senses data. The sink is solely responsible for data storage,
processing and responding to queries.
2.2.3.2 Local
The local storage approach allows each sensor node to store their readings locally.
There is no communication cost for transferring each data record to external storage.
However, the cost of directing external or network queries to the sensor nodes could
result in ﬂooding.
2.2.3.3 Data-Centric Storage (DCS)
The DCS scheme divides the network space into regions and the sensor node(s) in
that region are responsible for storing and resolving queries received from other nodes.
Therefore, speciﬁc sensor node(s) that store all the data with the same general name
are collected by any sensor node in the network. The routing to and within these
data regions takes a reactive approach [97].
The storage location–oriented architecture is designed on the basis of how data are
stored. Most existing solutions for the problem of information discovery are designed
and implemented using the storage location–oriented approach along with either the
structure–oriented or diﬀusion direction–oriented approaches. Therefore, in the next
section we examine storage location–oriented schemes.
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2.3 Storage Location–Oriented Information Discov-
ery
As introduced in Section 2.2.3, the storage location–oriented methods are categorized
as the external, local, and the data-centric storage method. Firstly, the external
storage data are not stored locally in the sensor nodes but are sent to speciﬁc external
storages (e.g., a sink or a base station). The main advantage of this method is that it
does not involve any cost because queries are sent and executed at external storages.
However, this approach generates traﬃc that is highly directed from many nodes
towards the sensor nodes surrounding the base station, thus creating a potential
bottleneck or hotspots. The high consumption of energy per sensor node reduces
the overall lifetime of the network and the variation of distances between the base
station and sensor node creates an unbalanced energy consumption in the network.
In addition, the high processing of data could increase the latency in resolving queries
and directly impacting on the QoS of the WSN. Furthermore, since the sink node is
solely responsible to aggregate/fuse data and answer all queries, external storage may
result in delayed service.
Secondly, with local storage, each sensor node stores the sensed data in the sensor
nodes’ internal storage and uses ﬂooding for queries that consume a signiﬁcant amount
of energy of the sensor nodes. The consumer node executes a blind search of all sensor
nodes for data retrieval because it does not know the exact node that detected the
event. Therefore, the resolution cost increases with network size.
Thirdly, the DCS method collects sensed data in certain sensor nodes in the net-
work and storage sensor nodes map their collected data to a unique name, (e.g.,
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a geographic location or virtual coordinate in the network that uses a global hash
function for values or for attributes). Compared to other storage location–oriented
methods, DCS is eﬃcient in processing queries because the queries are only sent to a
few sensor nodes responsible for storing values for a data label or a region. DCS saves
energy by not using ﬂooding and distributes the unbalanced energy consumption by
creating distributed storage architecture. Further, the distributed storage provides
fast query resolution that contributes to enhancing the QoS of the network.
2.3.1 Load Balancing in Storage Location–Oriented
The lifetime of the network will be shortened and the hotspots will arise due to
ineﬃcient energy consumption with the uncontrolled exchange (sending and receiving)
of data. Therefore, it is important to spread the workload across a sensor network
for uniform energy consumption to extend network lifetime and manage the hotspots
problem. This technique of spreading the workload across the sensor network in the
process of information discovery which assist in the minimization of the consumption
of energy is called load balancing. Load balancing is used to reduce hotspots and
to extend the expected lifespan of the whole sensor network by extending the time
until the ﬁrst node runs out of energy. With the external storage location–oriented
approach, the data needs to be sent to the sink and then nodes around the sink will be
overused and suﬀer from unbalanced energy consumption. Kacimi et al. presented a
lifetime maximization problem in many–to–one WSNs [98]. In such networks, sensor
data has to be forwarded to a base station via multi-hop routing. The traﬃc pattern
is highly non-uniform and sensor nodes close to the base station [98] are overused.
The problem is formed as a network lifetime maximization problem and derived as
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an optimal load balancing solution with the aim to balance the traﬃc load as equally
as possible.
In the context of the local storage method, each query needs to be ﬂooded into
the network. This creates unnecessary data ﬂow which consumes the energy of the
network. Since ﬂooding of queries to the network is an integral part of the local
storage method designing load balancing approaches is very diﬃcult. The alternative
DCS approach to other storage location–oriented approaches is considered an eﬃcient
storage method. In recent years, there has been growing interest in developing energy
eﬃcient DCS schemes, particularly how load balanced, multi-dimensional distributed
storage architecture, and how distributed algorithms for fast and energy eﬃcient data
dissemination and query (simple and range) resolution can be developed and designed
to solve the information discovery problem in WSNs.
2.3.2 Load balancing and DCS
DCS method based approaches were proposed to exploit data storage and retrieval.
However, all of them failed to eﬀectively deal with the load and to manage the storage
and query hotspots when it came to multi-dimensional storage of data. GHT [87],
DIM [42] and double rulings [99] are some of the DCS schemes that also suﬀer from
hotspot problems.
A grid–based dynamic load balancing approach on DCS was proposed by Liao
et al. in [89]. The proposed approach [89] relies on two schemes, namely, the cover
up scheme and multi-threshold level. The cover up scheme deals with storage sensor
nodes whose memory capacity is less, and the multi–threshold level scheme aims to
achieve load balancing in each grid. The network is divided into cells in a grid and
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each grid is assigned with positive coordinates based on its location. The cells are
the same size and all sensor nodes inside a cell are within one hop distance. Each
sensor belongs to a grid and is aware of its own coordinates (i.e., xi, yi) which enable
sensor nodes to calculate the grid they belong to. In addition, each sensor node
also has and shares with its neighbours a virtual grid ID and virtual coordinates,
which initially are equal to the actual grid ID and actual coordinates respectively. A
producer detects a value for a particular event type and then calculates the home grid
ID using a hash function. The value is sent to the ﬁrst node of the home grid and once
the production message reaches the ﬁrst node in the home grid, the sensor nodes will
then exchange the messages with the other grid neighbours only 1 hop away. Since
all sensor nodes know their neighbours’ coordinates, they calculate the closest one
to the center of the grid, which becomes the home node for that event type. The
other sensor nodes discard the message. Virtual coordinates are used to deﬁne multi-
thresholds. The level of storage is deﬁned based on events (e.g., ﬁrst storage level
- 30 events, second storage level - 60 events, maximum storage is maximum storage
capacity). When a storage sensor reaches the ﬁrst storage level, it then changes to
another storage location and changes its virtual coordinates (vxi, vyi). The home
sensor node updates the new storage details with neighbours in the grid. The virtual
coordinates are a long distance from the hash location. When the second storage
level meets, all sensor nodes then reset their virtual coordinates to be identical to
their actual coordinates. The proposed cover-up method with multi–threshold levels
tries to balance the load of the network by selecting a new home sensor node when
the previous ones reach an established storage threshold. The approach is based on
the idea of changing the DCS data storage point over the time. However, they have
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not analyzed the cost and implications of such a change and how it aﬀects network
performance.
Time-Parameterized Data Centric Storage (TPDCS) is proposed to reduce the
storage and query hotspots which is a common problem of DCS storage schemes [27].
A query is forwarded to the relevant sensor node based on the time dimension and
it avoids selecting the sensor node of the same data region repeatedly. This helps to
avoid query hotspots, unbalanced energy consumption and data losses due to storage
hotspots. However, if the time period T is too long and in a manner similar to DIM,
TPDCS will also suﬀer from storage and query hotspots. If T was small then sensor
nodes would consume more storage space in the network. Therefore, TPDCS should
be further improved for storage utilization and eﬃcient management of energy in a
sensor network.
Semchedine et al. proposed a load balancing method for data-centric routing
[100]. Directed diﬀusion is investigated and a load balanced scheme is introduced as
Directed Diﬀusion with Load Balancing (DDLB). This variant of directed diﬀusion
tries to improve the directed diﬀusion algorithm by introducing a load balancing
mechanism in order to balance the energy of the sensor nodes and to improve the
network lifetime. Initially in this approach, all sensor nodes have the same energy
and therefore, the dispatcher of each zone is chosen randomly. After each time limit
of processing the protocol, the dispatchers are changed to avoid exhausting their
energy and consequently, they disconnect the zone from the network. The simulation
results show that DDLB can improve the performance of the standard DD protocol
in terms of network lifetime and response time. Further, results show that DDLB can
eﬃciently balance the energy load of the sensor nodes compared to directed diﬀusion.
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In recent years, various schemes based on DCS have been proposed to eﬃciently
store and retrieve data and hence to enhance the QoS of the information discovery
process in WSNs, and to maximize the lifetime of the network. Therefore, we will
review recently proposed DCS schemes for information discovery in the next section.
2.3.3 Data-Centric Storage (DCS) Based Information discov-
ery in WSNs
Initial attempts to research information discovery for WSNs focused more on exter-
nal storage based (sink) data dissemination and query resolution approaches. Early
approaches to information discovery, such as ﬂooding and gossiping with push-pull
strategies, use the simplest communication pattern of broadcast. The broadcast of
packets will result in problems such as unnecessary retransmission of packets that
could lead to high energy consumption and bottlenecks in the network.
DCS approaches are the most popular and extended approaches for data stor-
age and aggregation for WSNs [24]. According to Jallad and Vladimirova, [24] the
data-centricity in WSNs enables certain advantages on network properties, such as
in-network aggregation, data-centric, decoupling in time, fault tolerance and scalabil-
ity. As explained in Section 2.1.1.2, in-network aggregation ensures energy eﬃcient
information ﬂow by reducing the amount of traﬃc ﬂowing in the network [101]. The
decoupling in time referred as, for some applications, the data requests do not specify
any timing details of the response [102]. Further, as Jallad and Vladimirova highlight
in [24], data-centricity oﬀers the ﬂexibility to develop and design algorithms for fault
tolerance to minimize failures, hence data-centricity helps to increase the availabil-
ity of the network. Further, data-centricity oﬀers platforms to develop methods and
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algorithms so they will not depend on the size or the scalability of the network.
DCS has become one of the fundamental architectures for many extended solu-
tions, such as WSNs. These solutions, aim to achieve optimum usage of the limited
resources available. Jallad and Tanya also state that applications on wireless sensor
networks are naturally data-centric [24].Most of the solutions on information discov-
ery, especially on autonomous WSNs, are based on the data-centricity approach. In
the following section, the available approaches for information discovery are discussed
with their methodologies, advantages and disadvantages. The key issue aﬀecting the
eﬃciency of the DCS scheme is how to organize storage of the sensory data at ap-
propriate data storage sensor nodes for consumers to retrieve. Recent attempts have
been made for information discovery in WSNs using diﬀerent methods such as in-
dex [87] [103], itinerary [104] [91], random walk [105] [95] and structural [25].
In the next section, we examine some of the DCS–based approaches and the
underlying methodologies being used to solve the problem of information discovery
in WSNs.
2.3.3.1 Index-based Data-centric Approaches
In order to improve the eﬃciency of DCS, Ratnasamy et al. introduced a distributed
index which uses hashing. Ratnasamy et al. [87] have proposed using a distributed
hash table known as Geographic Hash Tables (GHT). GHT uses the Greedy-Face-
Greedy (GFG) [106] routing protocol to store/retrieve data at a sensor node or loca-
tion. The data producer stores information of an event using its name and location
within the sensor network.
The consumer identiﬁes the location of the producer based on the value of a key
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that hashes to the geographical coordinates within the network. The GHT approach
avoids complex directory service and furthermore, saves energy, time and resources so
data storage can be distributed. Distributed index methods were proposed with the
help of the GHT [87] in order to improve the eﬃciency of DCS. In GHT, home sensor
node mirrors are used to balance the storage load and avoid the hotspot problem
during data storage. However, queries have to be sent to all home sensor node mirrors
and that can lead to a potential risk of hotspots during the data retrieval phase.
Zhang et al. proposed a ring-based index approach for data dissemination in [103].
The ring-based index (ARI) is an index of event types that form a ring and which
can be dynamically reconﬁgured for fault tolerance and load balance. The location
details of the aggregation nodes are sent to some index nodes which act as data storage
sensor nodes to the sink and sources. The sensor ﬁeld is divided into grids where each
pair of neighbouring grids can communicate directly with each other. A grid head is
assigned in each grid cell and they are responsible for forwarding messages and other
nodes that need to wake up periodically. In this approach, the targets of interest for
the user are categorized into several types. Each type has a unique key and this is
mapped to one or more locations within the detecting region with a hash function.
According to the scenario in [103], a sensor node detects a target and stores data in a
storage sensor node which is located closer to the target. It is essential a new storage
sensor node registers its location with the index nodes. The queries are resolved by
sending them to the sink and then to the index node for the relevant target by sending
a query message via the sink. The index node then forwards the request to the data
storage sensor node to retrieve the details or query message. Replication of index
nodes manages the load by removing the overloaded nodes, and are considered by the
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scheme in order to deal with fault tolerance and load balancing respectively.
Connected dominating set Based Indexing (CBI) was proposed by Wu and Li
[107] with the aim of supporting scalable handling of large amounts of data in large
scale wireless sensor networks. The topology of a network is represented by a graph
G = (V,E) where V is the set of nodes and E is the edge set. If two nodes are within
the transmission range of each other then there is an edge between them. The network
is logically divided into three layers; the top layer, middle layer and bottom layer. The
bottom layer contains sensor nodes that collect data and the middle layer contains
sensor nodes that are used to store data. In this approach, the k-hop dominating
set is constructed in order to deﬁne the storage nodes. Based on the property of the
k-hop dominating set, the maximum distance is at most k hops between the storage
sensor node and a sensing sensor node at k hops. The top layer contains the index
nodes that store the index information. Index nodes are connected with the storage
sensor nodes by the k-hop dominating set. Consequently, the maximum distance
between the index sensor nodes and data storage sensor nodes is m hops. A query
is resolved by injecting it into a sensor node, and the query is then forwarded to a
data storage sensor node which stores the data for the relevant leaf node. The query
is then ﬂooded to all index nodes. After that, the query result is returned to the sink
with the results. The results show that the proposed CBI approach out–performs the
external storage approach.
2.3.3.2 Itinerary-based Data-centric Approaches
Fixed itinerary is another technique that is used for the routing of data and queries
and is used to deﬁne data storage sensor nodes in the process of information discovery.
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A query that facilitates collection of sensor data samples based on a given query
location and the number of samples speciﬁed (e.g., k) is a KNN query. Itinerary-
based KNN (IKNN) [104], density aware itinerary-based KNN (DIKNN) and parallel
concentric itinerary based KNN (PCIKNN) [93] schemes have been proposed using
k-nearest neighbour (KNN) to solve KNN queries. For the sequential itinerary ap-
proach, IKNN disseminates a KNN query along a spiral itinerary and collects data
during the query dissemination phase [104]. Once the query results contain the sensed
data from k nearest sensor nodes, it is returned to the source node. During the rout-
ing process, the KNN boundary is based on the estimated sensor node density and
is determined for DIKNN. The KNN boundary is divided into several cone shaped
sectors with DIKNN. In each sector, a KNN query is propagated along the itinerary.
Once the KNN query reaches the KNN boundary, the last sensor node of each sector
directly sends the partial results to the source sensor node. A good estimation of the
KNN boundary could improve the query resolution latency of DIKNN over IKNN but
the accuracy of the KNN boundary estimation is a critical factor. However, itinerary
structures developed in KNN and DIKNN do not explore the issues of optimizing
the number of KNN queries. The basic idea of PCIKNN is to disseminate a KNN
query and collect data along predesigned itineraries in parallel. An analytical model
was derived for PCIKNN to analyze the query latency and the energy consumption
of PCIKNN. Using the linear regression, PCIKNN is found to obtain an estimated
KNN boundary close to the optimal.
Rachuri et al. [91] proposed another energy-eﬃcient and scalable protocol named
coverage based expanding ring search (CERS (k)). This is a general framework for
routing packets via a predeﬁned curve or trajectory. The basic principle of CERS
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(k) is to route the search packet so the entire circular terrain is covered by these
transmissions, thus ensuring at least one target node will receive the search packet.
The number of messages transmitted will be high if the search packets are broadcast in
the entire circular terrain. To minimize the number of message transmissions, CERS
(k) divides the circular terrain into concentric rings so if the area in all these rings is
covered, the entire area of circular terrain will be covered. In CERS (k), the concentric
rings are searched either sequentially or in parallel depending on the value of k until
the target information is found or all the rings are searched. Each ring width is equal
to twice the transmission radius (r). When the search is initiated, the sink broadcasts
search packets for other nodes on the ring with the same radius, and starts at a point
and ending at a point closer to the start point. A node which relays the search packet
is called a relayed node. Each relayed node embeds information about the destination
point (target node). The node holds the search packet and receives the search packet
from the relayed node known as the current node. If the distance between the current
node and the destination node is less than the distance between the relayed node and
the destination node, then the current node is considered an eligible node. The waiting
time of an eligible sensor node is proportional to its proximity to the destination point
and the median of the ring. The process continues until the search packet travels the
entire length of the median. The k in CERS(k) determines the number of rings to
be searched in parallel. However, there are a few limitations, such as the terrain
is assumed to be circular and the sink is static and should be placed on the center
of the circular terrain. CERS(k) can cause ﬂooding over the network when pulling
information on an unstructured network. This scheme assumes the search initiator is
unaware of the locations of target replicas and uses a static path and a direction to
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the destination which can cause unnecessary delays in the search.
Another itinerary based method was proposed by Panda et al. This method was
an extension of the Increasing Ray Search(IRS) [108], which was an energy eﬃcient
query resolution technique for WSNs where the initiator was unaware of the location
of the target information. The main aim of this approach on IRS was to minimize the
number of message transmissions among nodes. IRS is a subset of the total sensor
nodes and transmits the search packets so the entire circular area is covered by these
transmissions. The target node, which is also in this terrain, receives the search
packets. IRS divides the circular terrain into narrow rectangular regions called rays,
and hence if all these regions are covered, the entire area of circular terrain will be
covered. Each ray is formed by dividing the circumference of the circular terrain into
arcs of length equal to twice the transmission radius of the sensor nodes and it attaches
to the two end points of the arc to the end points of the transmission diameter of the
sink node. The median of the ray is the line joining the midpoint of the arc and the
sink node. After initializing a search in a ray, the sink node waits for a timeout and
proceeds with the next ray if it doesn’t receive an acknowledgement message from
the target node. The sink node continues to search until all the rays are explored
or the target information is found. The search paths named as rays are organized
so that if the search packets travel all along these rays, the entire terrain area will
be covered by its transmission while maximizing the overlap of these transmissions.
The protocol makes several assumptions and is designed for a circular terrain where
a sink is in the center of the terrain. It also assumes sensor nodes are stationary, and
that assigning location coordinates is a one-time task.
Even though itinerary based approaches achieve highly scalable and signiﬁcant
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energy savings compared to other protocols, the main disadvantage with itinerary
based techniques is they suﬀer from reliability problems. If one node fails along the
itinerary path, the query resolution will be severely impacted.
2.3.3.3 Random Walk Based Data-centric Approaches
One of the fundamental techniques used for this purpose is random walk because it
provides several advantages, such as its low cost (number of bytes transmitted) com-
pared to ﬂooding, the load balancing among nodes, and minimal state maintenance.
However, it is still high enough for energy constrained networks like WSNs. Further-
more, random walk incurs high latencies which makes it infeasible for delay sensitive
applications. [105] Rachuri et al. proposed a method that uses random walk called
Level Biased Random Walk (LBRW). In LBRW, the search packet traverses from the
sink node (search initiator) to the circumference sensor nodes (sensor nodes without
children) of the network and vice versa via random paths.
Another approach named crossroad, based on random walk, was proposed by Doss
et al. [95]. Crossroad incorporates network self-organization and energy-sensitive
dissemination of data for the perimeter aggregation of data and information retrieval.
In a random network, a perimeter can be clearly identiﬁed and delineated into n
distinct edges. The decentralized algorithm helps each node learn about the nearest
neighbour from selected edge nodes known as data Aggregation Points (AP). Each
AP sends hello messages and initiates the self-organization process. Each AP sends
a hello packet that is forwarded by its neighbouring nodes. The forwarding stops at
the edge node that has previously received at least one hello packet from another AP.
Ultimately, the location aware nodes that are within a certain distance of d for the
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boundary of the deployment area self-elect themselves to be an edge node. Energy
eﬃcient crossroads are used for data dissemination. The proposed crossroad approach
in [95] oﬀers signiﬁcant results for information discovery for global ALL-Type, as well
as individual ANY-type queries compared to previous approaches. However, the
current approach is restricted to static network structures.
2.3.3.4 Location-free Routing Based Data-centric Approaches
Fang et al. [25] proposed a location-free, lightweight, distributed and data centric
storage and retrieval scheme for information producers and information consumers.
This scheme was built and based on the Gradient Landmark Based Distributed Rout-
ing protocol (GLIDER) [25]. In order to achieve eﬃcient routing, the sensor nodes
are partitioned into tiles based on graph distances to a small set of local landmarks
so data dissemination and querying can be localized. A hierarchical scheme with
two-levels is developed, with the top level consisting of predeﬁned landmark nodes
and regular sensor nodes on the bottom level. The Voronoi complex with Voronoi
cells are marked and a leader is appointed. The leader collects information about the
Voronoi cells, relationships among cells, adjacency graph information, neighbour in-
formation and a global connectivity abstract about the underlying network, which is
known as Combinatorial Delaunay Triangulation (CDT). The CDT will be broadcast
among landmark nodes and will enable them to calculate the shortest path tree and
broadcast the CDT and tree information among members of the Voronoi Cell. This
information will be later used in routing. Inside the tile, a double rulings scheme [99]
is used to implement data replication and eﬃcient retrieval. However, GLIDER incurs
considerable cost in communication. Landmark and double rulings are both protocols
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that route data to a unique hash location determined by data type. Therefore, there
is a high chance of hotspots occurring in the network during data storage. However,
they support trajectory-based data retrieval and are capable of managing a hotspot
or reducing the number of hotspots occurring during data retrieval.
A sensor node could observe one or many attributes to recognize a phenomena.
Queries from consumers can become highly selective and be interested in diﬀerent
subsets of attributes. They may also be diﬀerent value ranges. As a result, the multi-
dimensional WSNs should be capable of eﬃcient information discovery. However, the
approaches discussed above suﬀer from high communication cost when we applied a
multi-dimensional event search in the network and many are not designed to cope with
multi-dimensional storage. The next subsection examines the DCS-based information
discovery algorithms on multi-dimensional WSNs.
2.3.3.5 DCS-Based Approaches for Multi-dimensions
A wireless sensor could be expected to monitor complex environmental conditions
involving multiple attributes. For instance, a safety monitoring application in a nu-
clear power plant must consider safety as the most important issue and it should
not contaminate the environment. Such an application should measure and monitor
multiple attributes such as temperature, vibration of the reactor, noise of the envi-
ronment, radiation to maintain the equipment before it fails, or take action to prevent
accidents.
The control centre oﬃcer might “query” for the areas of high temperature and
the high vibration of reactors. These mission-critical applications need eﬃcient algo-
rithms to deal with multi-dimensional WSNs for the process of information discovery.
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Therefore, in this section we look at some approaches to multi-dimensional informa-
tion discovery.
Recently, Rault et al. completed a comprehensive survey on energy eﬃciency in
wireless sensor networks [109]. Rault et al. presented a top-down survey of the trade-
oﬀs between application requirements and lifetime extension that arise when designing
wireless sensor networks. They identiﬁed the main categories of applications and their
speciﬁc requirements. In the survey, new classiﬁcation of energy-conservation schemes
from recent literature were presented followed by a systematic discussion as to how
these schemes conﬂict with the speciﬁc application-related requirements. The survey
concludes with research on the new techniques applied in WSNs to achieve the trade-
oﬀ between multiple requirements.
Liao and Chen proposed a model on distributed storage on multi-dimensions and
used a range query approach [20].The idea behind the proposed model was to map
multi-dimensional events to their corresponding range spaces. This helps to build
an in-network distributed data structure for eﬃcient information discovery for multi-
dimensional range queries. The method proposes an energy eﬃcient and scalable ap-
proach towards multi-dimensional queries in sensor networks. The design is composed
of two parts named query insertion (stores detected events at appropriate nodes) and
query processing (in the query processing stage, the query will be subdivided into
sub-queries and routing sub-queries in nodes in the relevant range). As the ﬁrst step,
the multi-dimensional event e will be mapped into a k-bit code and again e will be
mapped and hashed to its corresponding range spaces according to the k-bit code in
order to build an in-network data structure. Query processing consists of two steps:
resolving and retrieval. The resolving is mainly involved with determining the range
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space relevant to the query. The query for the multi-dimensional search and the
query is divided into multiple sub-queries. After splitting into a  k -dimension range
query, the  k -bit code for the search event will be generated. According to the  k -bit
code, the sub-queries will be sent to their individual range spaces. Once the range
space receives the sub-query, the node will ood the query to the nodes as the same
range space with matching event values. Finally, quali ed values will be sent to the
consumer. The performance evaluation of the proposed method shows it could reduce
message costs and hotspot problems. It helps to achieve load balancing in data rich
environments where WSNs are deployed.
Another multi-dimensional storage approach was proposed by Lee  et al.  in [46]
using the Hilbert curve. The Hilbert curve is used to transform a multi-dimensional
data space into a one dimensional data space. The main steps of the proposed ap-
proach are as follows.
STEP 1 - Construction of a single dimensional address space. A zigzag travers-
ing method on di erent levels is used to create a linearized space. The geo-
graphically near nodes are then assigned a linear address space.
STEP 2 - Transform multi-dimensional data space into a single dimensional
data space. The Hilbert space lling curve is used for this purpose.
STEP 3 - Thedata regionsononedimensionaldata spaceareuniformlyassigned
into a onedimensional address space of sensornodes. Both the zigzag traversing
and Hilbert pace- lling curve tend topreserve the localityproperty. Such adata
placement on sensor nodes also provides a clustering e ect on range queries.
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The proposed approach by Lee et al. considers load balancing which was not consid-
ered by (Distributed Index for Multi-dimensional data) DIM which explains in the
nextparagraph. However, it does not address the replication of data on the WSN.
One of the most popular DCS methods for storing multi-dimensional data is called
Distributed Index for Multi-dimensional data (DIM) [42]. Li et al. proposed a data
independent distributed multi-dimensional index [42]. This is based on the idea that
each node tentatively builds a zone or a data region simply by communicating with
its neighbours and mapping itself into a physical space in a sensor network. The
overall region is divided based on a k−D tree, created sibling zones and sibling trees.
Node placement is done using the location data of a sensor node and its neighbours.
The entire service area continues to partition along the x and y axis in an alternating
fashion (horizontally and vertically in a round-robin fashion) until the data region and
the zone code for a node is determined, including every zone space which includes
one sensor node. Also, each internal node stores the splitting node along x (or y).
The observed value for a particular attribute will be delivered to a node responsible
for storing the given attribute in a data region. Routing of the messages or data is
based on the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing method. DIM avoids transmission
of sensory data and queries to a base station, hence saving energy. However, one
disadvantage of DIM would be an adaptation to skewed data distributions because
some nodes may have more data due to an absence of uniform distribution among
zones. This will cause storage and transmission hotspots and cause unbalanced energy
consumption.
Sarkar et al. proposed a double rulings scheme for information brokerage as an
extension of GHT hashing [99]. The authors chose a data storage sensor node (i.e.,
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producer) along a continuous curve with the data of the same type being hashed to
the same location. The consumer travels along another curve (retrieval curve) that
is guaranteed to intersect the curve where the producer resides or the data exists if
the replication is performed on all nodes along the curve. A stereographic projection
to map the sensor plane into a sphere means the radius is r tangential to the plane
at the origin. This tangent point is denoted as the south pole and its antipodal
point as the north pole. A point h∗ on the plane is mapped to the intersection of
the line through h∗ and the north pole with the sphere. Any circle on the sphere,
including great circles, is mapped to a plane. This mapping speciﬁes the retrieval
and replication methods. Each data type is hashed to a geographical location h∗ as
in GHTs. The producer routes towards the hash location h. The hashed location h
depends on the type of data. Data from diﬀerent producers with the same data type
will be routed to the same hash location h where data could be aggregated. C(p, h)
denotes the great circle deﬁned by its own location p and the hash location h. A great
circle passes through the hash location h and the antipodal point h¯∗. The nodes h
and h¯∗ are located a considerable distance on the plane and they are two data storage
sensor nodes that have the same type of data. The data replication strategy, from the
producer to the hashed location, enables a more ﬂexible information retrieval method
for the consumer. The consumer can route to the closest hashed location h∗ or h¯∗ to
retrieve all the data at the same type. The replication curve is exactly a longitude
curve to the hashed location, and if the sphere is rotated, the hash location h is at the
north pole. The retrieval curve has two intersection points with the replication curve.
The consumer walks along the retrieval curve on the sphere to the hashed location h
and uses a diﬀerent number of steps clock wise and anti-clock wise until they reach the
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destination (hashed location). The double rulings scheme has improved query locality
in terms of proximity to the producer and improves GHT, which allows for distance
sensitive query resolution. This approach has increased replication, hence is robust
to node failure. However, the choice of nodes in the replication and retrieval curves
is not energy sensitive, and therefore, both schemes suﬀer from energy ineﬃciencies.
As a solution for storage hotspots and the issues raised by the DIM, the k -D
tree-based Data-Centric Storage (KDDCS) [110] was proposed. It uses the same
strategy as DIM to split the nodes into zones. However, the division ensures equal
numbers of sensor nodes on each side of the split line and makes sure each data zone
is individually assigned to a sensor node. The split lines are automatically adjusted in
order to avoid data hotspots and the split lines are automatically adjusted according
to the amount of data. Readjusting the split lines will add an overhead to the zones
even though it will avoid hotspots. For the query hotspot problem, which was not
solved eﬃciently by DIM or KDDS, Park proposed another DCS-based technique
called Time-Parameterized Data Centric Storage (TPDCS) [27], which we explained
in 2.3.2.
An approach proposed by Biswas et al. in [74], which allocates attributes, is
based on correlations between attributes. The main aim of the Data Centric Attribute
Allocation and Retrieval (DCAAR) scheme is to minimize the cost of data retrieval
for a large sensor network. Therefore, in DCAAR the assumption is that the query
could be raised by the sink and the sink could be at any random location in the
network. The architecture of DCAAR consists of grid cells that are responsible for
storing attributes and are denoted by a zone. Some of the special sensor nodes have
diﬀerent tasks such as controlling, storing or replicating data other than routing and
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sensing. The number of sensor nodes of a zone will be decided based on the number
of attributes A and the memory capacity of the sensor nodes. The control nodes
maintain a special index structure in order to fetch the data from the storage nodes.
Apart from the control and the storage nodes, some of the other nodes keep redundant
information or summary information of the data. These redundant nodes provide fault
tolerance and the summary nodes help to save energy in the querying process of the
network. As the ﬁrst step, a tree is constructed for each query. The attribute with
the highest priority or height access probability is assigned to be the root. Further, a
correlation tree is developed based on the correlation of the attributes. The trees are
combined and the tree is readjusted if there are mismatches of the parent nodes for the
attributes. In the second stage of the DCAAR scheme, algorithm allocates attributes
to grid cells while trying to preserve the correlations between attributes as represented
by the correlation tree. The attributes with maximum access will be allocated to the
central cells of the grid. Even though the DCAAR [74] approach will reduce the data
retrieval cost, the load balancing of the network remains a problem. Once again,
storage hotspots and query hotspots will be created in the network because the data
are stored according to priorities and correlations of the attributes. Therefore, most
of the queries will target the same set of storage nodes and control nodes, and they
will be overloaded.
Recently, Zhou et al. proposed a solution named Ant Colony Optimization for
Multisink Routing (ACOMSR) for energy eﬃcient routing [111] in multisink wireless
WSNs. ACOMSR proposes a listening mechanism which establishes and maintains
multidimensional tree routing topology based on the hop count, packet losses, re-
transmission, and delay account. The route selection and route updates occur based
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on distributed ant colony optimization. In this approach, when nodes select routes for
data transmission, the algorithm is utilized to realize the real-time optimization by
coordination between nodes. The routing establishment and maintenance of the pro-
posed approach avoids the waste of resources and the reliability of routing is improved
by utilizing the listening mechanism and the power control. The fault tolerance and
robustness of routing are increased due to multidimensional tree routes from each
sensor node to all other sink nodes. The proposed protocol includes the QoS (Qual-
ity of Service) optimization of multisink WSNs. However, this approach will not be
applicable for multisink WSNs.
Kuila and Jana present two algorithms based on clustering using particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [112]. The proposed algorithm in [112] is developed with an ef-
ﬁcient particle encoding scheme and a multi-objective ﬁtness function. A clustering
algorithm considers energy conservation of the nodes through load balancing. The
routing algorithm has been developed by considering a trade-oﬀ between the transmis-
sion distance and the number of hop-counts. In the clustering phase, routing overhead
of the cluster heads (CHs) is considered for balancing the energy consumption of the
CHs. All CHs which are heavily used as next hop relay nodes in data forwarding are
assigned fewer number of sensor nodes. The algorithms are based on a derivation of
an eﬃcient particle encoding scheme and a ﬁtness function for routing and clustering
separately. The experimental results have shown the proposed algorithms perform
better than existing algorithms in terms of network life, number of inactive sensor
nodes and the total data packets’ transmission.
Song et al. [36] present a distributed linear regression-based hierarchical data gath-
ering (DLRDG) framework in clustered wireless sensor networks. The framework
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can realize the approximate representation of original sensory data by less than a
pre-speciﬁed threshold while signiﬁcantly reducing the communication energy require-
ments. Cluster-head (CH) nodes in a WSN maintain a linear regression model and
use historical sensory data to perform estimation of the actual monitoring measure-
ments. Rather than transmitting original measurements to a sink node, CH nodes
communicate constraints on the model parameters. The function of estimating repre-
sentative values for energy consumption in the CH node was improved using the linear
regression model in the energy-aware data gathering protocol for WSNs (EADEEG).
The theoretical analysis and experimental results show the proposed framework can
be implemented in sensory data prediction and extraction with tolerable error bound.
Further, the designed framework can achieve more energy savings than other schemes
and maintain the satisfactory fault identiﬁcation rate in case mutation sensor read-
ings occur. However, the framework has not integrated any optimization techniques
to improve the quality of clustering and routing.
Chen et al. [78] proposed an approach for Multi-dimensional Query Search (MDS)
that uses bloom ﬁlters. A Bloom ﬁlter (BF) is a bit vector with m bits. The BF
facilitates membership to a ﬁnite test S and initially all bits are set to 0. Independent
hash functions are used to map the sensor nodes of the sensor ﬁeld to a bit address
space and each element x belongs to S. This will help build a relationship between
the event and the sensor ﬁeld. The BF is routed among the nodes instead of the data
required to answer the query. Further, the BF and the set operations are used at
each node to determine the results based on false positives. The optimal setting of
BF will reduce the communication cost further.
Many energy aware routing algorithms or protocols have been proposed for WSNs
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in recent years [113] in order to achieve better energy e ciency. However, many of
these algorithms aim to minimize metrics such as energy consumption and latency
during the routing process. This creates load balancing problems and unbalanced
energy consumption over the nodes as well as a partitioned network area due to the
overuse of certain nodes whose areas are on the shortest path or closest to the base
station. However, both energy e ciency and the load balancing of routing are critical
considerations to the design of sensor networks. Therefore, in thenext sectionwewill
discuss DCS, loadbalancing, hotspot issue in WSNs and compare existing approaches
using selected attributes.
2.3.3.6 A Comparison on Selected Approaches
Thecomparisonof selectedapproaches, especiallywith respect todata-centric storage-
based methods, is based on six design factors including assumptions, communication
overhead, data, hotspot problems, fault tolerance and query locality. The considered
factors are crucial for scalable and robust information discovery in WSNs. We detail
this below and in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
Assumptions : With the assumptions, we considered the self awareness of the
location of the sensornodes and thede ningnetworkboundary. The self aware-
ness of the location coordinates are important because it will help the nodes
de ne the storage nodes and the routing. ( e.g.,  hashing uses the geographical
location of the sensor nodes in GHT). The set boundary will help to identify
the area of deployment.
Communication overhead : The comparison over communication overhead is
important because if the communication overhead is high then the approach is
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not energy e cient. GHT [87] is likely to have high communication complexity
due to its periodic home perimeter refreshment. Landmark uses the location
free routingprotocol GLIDER and GLIDER in turn uses network-wide ooding
which leads to a high message cost. Double rulings has a relatively moderate
message cost compared with other considered approaches because it does not
use periodic messages or have globalized topology-sensitive structures.
Query Locality : The network can be divided into partition/clusters. If the
query could be resolved within the closest boundary or within neighbours, it
is then referred as a local query. According to [30], the query locality refers
to the distance ( i.e.,  hop count) traveled by a data query that is proportional
to the distance between the querier and the data source. The lack of query
locality leads to high latency in data acquisition. GHT [87], DIM and MDS are
the worst performers because they use hash-based indexing for data retrieval
and insertion. In addition, there is no restriction on the distance between the
data source and the corresponding hash node. Double rulings maps the sensory
eld to a virtual sphere and replicates and queries the data along circles on the
sphere. If the consumer wants to obtain all data of a certain attribute type, a
query has to traverse the entire retrieval curve whose length may be long. If
the query locality is high then the data can be found for a query relatively fast
and that helps to reduce the query resolution latency.
Data : The data on a WSN can be stored in multi-dimensions and/or multi-
resolutions. Multi-dimensional storage design is relatively complicated and
should ensure QoS of the WSN. The multi-resolution keeps di erent levels of
information in di erent levels and pre-processed data helps to solve queries
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faster.
Hotspot problems : A hotspot is a node that is frequently accessed or simul-
taneously accessed by a large number of sensor nodes. Oftentimes a hotspot
can contribute to a single point of failure and to the end of the WSN. Further-
more, hotspots create a communication bottleneck due to high consumption of
the network bandwidth. This is as a result of the nodes around the hotspot
being involved in heavy message relaying for the hotspot, and thus depleting
their battery power quickly. This causes energy holes and shortened network
lifetime. Therefore, energy e cient information discovery approaches should
not generate hotspots.
Fault tolerance : The approaches in the comparisonusedistributeddata storage
architecture for the fault tolerance. The selection of storage nodes has a signif-
icant impact on fault tolerance performance. These nodes should be located as
far apart from each other as possible because they may fail all together in cer-
tain regional damaging incidences ( e.g.,  a re). Such a situation that destroys
data storagenodes causespermanent and totaldata loss. Most approaches such
as double rulings, landmark, and comb-needle achieve fault tolerance using dy-
namic data redundancy.
The index, itinerary, landmark and random walk based DCS approaches for informa-
tion discovery are compared using the above-mentioned attributes in the Table 2.2.
Table 2.3 presents a summary of comparison amongmulti-dimensional approaches in
Section 2.3.3.5.
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The next section discusses the challenges of multi-dimensional information discov-
ery in WSNs.
2.4 Challenges of Multi-dimensional Information
Discovery in WSNs
There are many challenges in information discovery that have been discussed in pre-
vious sections. In this section, the challenges speciﬁc to multi-dimensional WSNs are
summarized. These are :
(i) Energy Limitation
Energy has been an important concern when developing an algorithm for WSNs.
Applications usually require WSNs to have a long lifetime. While sensor nodes
are traditionally powered by batteries with limited energy, changing the battery
is a bad idea because it is costly, infeasible and even impossible (e.g., hazardous
in places like a volcano).
(ii) Dimensionality of data
A sensor node could collect and represent one or multiple dimensions of data.
However, the storage capacity of a sensor node is limited. This means a sensor
node may not be able to store all the received or generated data in its internal
buﬀer. Therefore, a sensor node needs to decide how to store, discard, com-
press, or disseminate the data. The cost of transferring all of the collected data
to the base station is expensive in terms of delay and congestion. Developing
an energy-eﬃcient storage data structure for single and multidimensional data
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in a distributed environment is still an open area of research. Future solutions
require data aggregation and query resolution mechanisms to deal with mul-
tidimensional data by optimizing the performance of the network and energy
eﬃciency.
(iii) Hotspots
A hotspot is a sensor node that is frequently accessed or simultaneously accessed
by a large number of sensor nodes. This could create a communication bottle-
neck in the network which can contribute to a single point of failure. Sensor
nodes around hotspots are involved in heavy message relaying for the hotspot
which will deplete their battery power quickly, thus causing energy holes and
shortened network lifetime. There are two types of hotspots, namely (i) stor-
age hotspots and (ii) query hotspots. Storage hotspots are formed when many
sensor readings are mapped for storage to a relatively small number of sensor
nodes [114]. Query hotspots occur when many user queries target few sensor
nodes [114]. Existing approaches suﬀer from hotspots and there is a need to
design and develop sound information discovery schemes that will minimize the
number of hotspots during the process of information discovery.
(iv) Load Balancing
Several DCS techniques have been proposed to exploit data storing and retriev-
ing but all of them have failed to eﬀectively deal with storage and query hotspots
when it comes to multi-dimensional data. Therefore, it is important to spread
the workload across a sensor network to reduce the number of hotspots in the
sensor network. This technique of spreading the workload (e.g., data storage,
processing and communication) across the sensor network and minimizing the
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energy consumption is called load balancing. Load balancing is useful for re-
ducing storage and query hotspots and to extending the expected lifespan of
the whole sensor network because it extends the time until the earliest time at
which any of the nodes run out of energy.
(v) Quality of Service
Some applications’ data should be delivered within a certain period of time
from the moment it is sensed, otherwise the data will be useless. Therefore,
latency for data delivery and query resolution is another condition for time-
constrained applications such as mission-critical applications. However, in some
applications, residual energy, which is directly related to network lifetime is
considered relatively more important than the quality of data gathered. As the
energy is depleted, the network may be required to reduce the quality of the
results in order to reduce the energy consumption in the sensor nodes and to
maximize the total network lifetime. Hence, energy-aware information discovery
protocols are required to capture and handle this requirement. Furthermore, the
protocols on information discovery for mission critical applications should cater
for both QoS and the maximization of the network lifetime.
(vi) Scalability
The number of sensor nodes deployed in the sensing area may be in the order
of hundreds or thousands, or even more. Therefore, information discovery pro-
tocols for WSNs should be able to scale with the network size and any other
method for information discovery must be able to work with huge numbers
of sensor nodes. In addition, sensor network information discovery protocols
should be scalable enough to respond to events in the environment.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the state-of-the-art information discovery process in
WSNs. Information Discovery in sensor networks is a challenging new area of research.
The sub functions of Information Discovery are data storage, data dissemination and
query resolution. We also explained existing approaches and their designs along with
the tradeoﬀs between energy and communication overhead savings in some of the
data dissemination techniques. The advantages and disadvantages of each informa-
tion discovery technique were also explained. Although many of these information
discovery techniques look promising, there are still many challenges that need to be
solved in sensor networks. Finally, we have highlighted the research challenges in
the area of information discovery in wireless sensor networks. The next three chap-
ters describe the proposed solutions for information discovery in multi-dimensional
WSNs. The information discovery problem is formulated as a load balancing problem
for multiple attributes, with the combined aim being to increase network lifetime and
reduce the latency of query processing by introducing a multi-resolution. The pro-
posed data dissemination and storage model uses a distributed algorithm to construct
data dissemination paths.
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Chapter 3
A Novel Approach to Information
Discovery in Wireless Sensor
Networks
In this chapter, a novel and adaptive method is proposed for information discovery for
multi-dimensional WSNs that can signiﬁcantly increase network lifetime and minimize
query processing latency, resulting in quality of service (QoS) improvements that are
of immense beneﬁt to mission–critical applications. Further, eﬃcient strategies are
investigated for information discovery in large-scale wireless sensor networks and the
Adaptive Multi-Dimensional Multi-Resolution Architecture (A-MDMRA) that eﬃ-
ciently combines “push” and “pull” strategies for information discovery is proposed.
The A-MDMRA also adapts to variations in the frequencies of events and queries in
the network to construct optimal routing structures.
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The simulation results are presented to show that the proposed approach to in-
formation discovery oﬀers signiﬁcant improvements on query resolution latency com-
pared with current approaches. In addition, the results show that the QoS improve-
ments come with signiﬁcant network-wide energy and time savings that will result in
an increase of the network lifetime.
3.1 Introduction
Multi-dimensional WSNs present unique challenges to data storage, data dissemina-
tion and in-network information discovery due to the complex nature of data han-
dling. This chapter investigates eﬃcient strategies for information discovery in large-
scale multidimensional WSNs and proposes the Adaptive Multi-Dimensional Multi-
Resolution Architecture (A-MDMRA) that eﬃciently combines “push” and “pull”
strategies for information discovery and adapts to variations in the frequencies of
events and queries in the network to construct optimal routing structures.
Approaches and strategies for information discovery can be proactive or reactive.
Sensors that detect an event can “push” this information out to every sensor in
the network (e.g., the sensors detect the tanks and enemies and can “push” that
information to other sensors in the network) or they wait and allow a sensor to “pull
this information through querying (e.g., a soldier sends a query such as “where are
the tanks or enemies?”). The eﬃciency of the above “push” or “pull” methods varies
and depends on the demand for information [44].
A-MDMRA is based on two alternative models for constructing an optimal routing
structures - MDMRA-I and MDMRA-II and is adaptive to event and query frequency.
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These two models have been used to investigate how major components of informa-
tion discovery, such as data dissemination and query resolution, may be balanced to
build an optimal and adaptive routing structure that can further enhance the QoS
of the WSN by reducing the latencies of data availability and query resolution while
increasing the lifetime of the network. In order to elaborate this relationship, two
parameters are de ned as,
f e : the frequency of relevant events.
f q : the frequency of discovery queries.
The assumptions used in this architecture are a  N × M  grid and that the number
of attributes to be stored in the grid is  na. Further, it is assumed that every sensor in
the grid is capable of sensingmultiple attributes, the network is fully-connected and
that each sensor is aware of its own location. All nodes are a certain distance  d  from
each other’s neighbours in the deployment area.
3.2 The Network Self-Organization
The rst goal of the approach is to organize the network, the data collection points
and the boundaries of the network. For this purpose a simple decentralized algorithm
is proposed as shown in the Algorithm 1. As shown in Fig. 3.1, a set of nodes on
a path, closer to the origin act as data collection points. This path is called the
inner-path and nodes on the inner-path store the most detailed levels of data in the
WSN.
The inner-path holds  na di erent attributes and four di erent replicas of each
attribute in di erent quadrants ( i.e.,  Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4) of the grid. Consequently,
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Figure 3.1: Positioning of Inner-path, Level-paths and Attributes on the Grid for MDMRA
the width of the inner-path is dependant on the number of attributes that will be
stored and observed by the network. As shown in Fig. 3.1, around the inner-path
and towards the boundary, the level-paths are deﬁned. The level-paths aggregate
diﬀerent resolution levels of the information stored. The number of resolution levels
or level-paths β is dependent on the application and can be deﬁned by the user.
Consider, as a real–world example, an environmental monitoring application that
may receive two types of queries; one from a meteorologist requesting hourly temper-
ature updates for weather analysis, and another from a biologist requesting average
temperature readings once every several minutes from bird burrows for a detailed
study of birds. If an application scenario requires two levels (i.e., β = 2) of in-
formation, the model stores minute wise average temperature and hourly average
temperature on Level-path 1 and Level-path 2 respectively. As a result, if a mete-
orologist needs to access hourly average temperature, the query only needs to reach
the Level-path 2 and should not necessarily reach the inner-path where more detailed
data are stored. The diﬀerent resolution levels will help to reduce the query resolution
time and enable energy savings. The response to the query uses the reverse path to
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return the retrieved data to the user.
Algorithm 1 The Self-organization Process of AMDMRA
Require: the size of the grid (ﬁeld) w × w, x-coordinate of the self node Nix, y-coordinate of the self node Niy,
x-coordinate of the neighbour nodes Njx, y-coordinate of the neighbour nodes Njy, number of attributes na,
number of levels β
Ensure: All N nodes in the network are connected.
1: i = na + 1
2: Set origin node position as (x=0,y=0)
/*Set boundary nodes */
3: if (Nix == originx ± w2 ) AND (originy − w2 ≤ Niy ≤ originy + w2 )
OR (Niy == originy ± w2 ) AND (originx − w2 ≤ Nix ≤ originx + w2 ) then
4: Ni type← boundary
5: end if
/*Set inner-path nodes*/
6: if (Nix == originx ± i2 ) AND (originy − i2 ≤ Niy ≤ originy + i2 )
OR (Niy == originy ± i2 ) AND (originx − i2 ≤ Nix ≤ originx + i2 ) then
7: Ni type = iNode
8: end if
/*Set level-paths*/
9: k = 1
10: repeat
11: if (Nix == originx ± ( i2 + k)) AND (originy − ( i2 + k) ≤ Niy ≤ originy + ( i2 + k))
OR (Niy == originy ± ( i2 + k)) AND (originx − ( i2 + k) ≤ Nix ≤ originx + ( i2 + k)) then
12: Ni type = lNode k
13: end if
14: k = k + 1
15: until k! = β
/*Assigning attributes on inner-path. Select one corner sensor node has same originx or originy on the inner-
path*/
16: if (Nix == orginx ± i2 AND Niy == orginy) OR (Nix == orginx AND Niy == orginy ± i2 ) then
17: Set i node type = i node start
18: end if
19: In a quadrant, assign attributes starting from the i node start in an anti-clockwise direction until na number of
attribute are assigned.
3.3 Inner-path and Level-paths
In order to understand the architecture of the A-MDMRA and to simplify the prob-
lem, the grid is divided into four quadrants as Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
A-MDMRA is an architecture which allows the storing of multiple attributes (multi-
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Figure 3.2: Diﬀerent Types of Nodes in the Wireless Sensor Grid for MDMRA
dimensional). As shown in Fig. 3.2, the iNodes on the inner-path are the nodes that
store multiple attributes of the network. The length of the inner-path is dependent
on the number of attributes na required by the application and the size of the grid. If
the number of attributes that are observed and stored by the WSN are na, then the
size of the inner-path for a quadrant is deﬁned as i where i = na+1. This is because
there should be na number of nodes to store the attributes in addition to the corner
sensor node which equals the length of i. The inner-path covers all the quadrants of
the grid. The size of each quadrant is N
2
× M
2
and every quadrant consists of a x, y, z
set of iNodes, lNodes and sensing nodes respectively.
The minimum length of the inner-path for a quadrant should be i where i = na+1
and the maximum length should be less than the grid width and height (i.e., N or
M). Otherwise, it will not be possible to have level-paths.
The level-paths store diﬀerent resolutions of information and are located towards
the boundary from the inner-path. The level-paths help to reduce the query resolution
latency. As shown in Fig. 3.2 the lNodes also cover all the quadrants. In each quadrant
the diagonal lines towards boundaries start from the iNodes which store detailed data
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and extend along the lNodes which have diﬀerent levels of information.
Each diagonal line has data in diﬀerent resolution levels for a single attribute.
Each quadrant has all the resolution levels for every attribute required by the WSN.
The number of resolution levels depends on the nature of the application and the
length of the inner-path.
3.4 MDMRA-I
As mentioned earlier A-MDMRA consists of two alternative approaches named as
MDMRA-I and MDMRA-II. MDMRA-I is detailed in this section.
3.4.1 Path Construction for Data Dissemination
MDMRA-I incorporates an energy-eﬃcient data dissemination process and a fast
query resolution mechanism. MDMRA-I introduces a new architecture for data stor-
age. As a result, the main operations namely, data dissemination and query resolution
need to be redesigned. First, the detailed process of data dissemination is presented.
This process consists of two phases, namely, reaching the inner-path and synchroniza-
tion of data along the inner-path.
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Figure 3.3: Data Dissemination Process of Attribute-1 on Inner-paths and to Level-paths for MDMRA-I
1. Phase I - Reaching the inner-path.
Once the network organization is completed, our data dissemination process is
aimed at aggregation of the data being produced in the network. When data is
generated by a producer sensor node p, as the ﬁrst step data is pushed towards
the inner-path by dynamically constructing data dissemination paths that are
centered on the information producing sensor node as in Fig. 3.3. The sensors
are aware of the current x, y coordinates and the location of the origin (the
centre position of the grid is assumed as the origin).
Depending on the position of the nodes, the data dissemination paths to reach
the local inner-path are vertical, horizontal or a combination that resembles a
ladder as shown in Fig. 3.3 and in Algorithm 2. Each sensor node calculates
diﬀX = sensor nodex − originx where sensor nodex denotes the sensor node’s
x-coordinate and originx denotes the x-coordinate of the origin. Similarly, each
sensor node calculates diﬀY = sensor nodey − originy where sensor nodey de-
notes the sensor node’s y-coordinate and originy denotes the y-coordinate of
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the origin. If diﬀX > diﬀY , the query or the data packet will traverse horizon-
tally. But, if diﬀY > diﬀX , the query or data packet will traverse vertically.
These frequent change of directions results in a ladder-based approach. In each
sensor node, these diﬀerences between x and y are calculated to determine the
direction and the next sensor node that will be traversed.
2. Phase II - Data Synchronization on inner-path
Once data is received by a sensor node on the inner-path, the data should be sent
to the correct aggregation point which stores the particular attribute. Therefore,
the attribute is passed along all the iNodes and the path is constructed in an
anticlockwise direction as shown in Fig. 3.3.
If the packet is a data packet, then that packet holds an attribute type and
attribute value. As the data packet is passed among the iNodes, the attribute
value for a particular attribute type is updated in each quadrant.
During the second step, when the packet reaches the data aggregation point then
the reduced information for a particular attribute is sent to the higher resolution
levels. This process makes the data globally available and in diﬀerent levels of
resolution on diﬀerent level-paths. This process is referred as synchronization
of data and it ensures the higher availability of data for nodes and also balances
the load (hotspots) of the network by making data available in each quadrant
and also provides fault tolerance.
Since data packets carry information about attribute type and the value of the
data, this information helps to identify which level-path nodes and inner-path
nodes need to be updated.
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Algorithm 2 Data Dissemination Process of MDMRA-I
Require: x-coordinate of the neighbour node j as Njx, y-coordinate of the neighbour node j as Njy, number of levels
β, self-sensor node type Ni type, the level of current sensor node Ni level, the level of the previous sensor node
Nprev level, forwarding sensor node Nf , x-coordinate of the forwarding sensor node Nfx, y-coordinate of the
forwarding sensor node Nfy, the data packet Pd, attribute type of the sensor node Ni as Ni(a), attribute type
of the data packet Pa, attribute value Pv, previous node x-coordinate Nprev x, state of the packet packet state
(PKT INITIAL, PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL, PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All N nodes in the network are
connected
1: Create Pd and set Pa, Pv and packet state← PKT INITIAL
2: Calculate Nf as the horizontal node that is closer to the origin
3: Send Pd to the Nf
4: if packet Pd received then
5: Read packet state of Pd
6: switch (packet state)
7: case PKT INITIAL:
8: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL
9: Calculate the forwarding sensor node Nf
10: case PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL:
11: if Ni level == Nprev level then
12: change the direction towards the origin /* changing the packet direction */
13: if direction == vertical then
14: Set direction← horizontal
15: else
16: if direction == horizontal then
17: Set direction← vertical
18: end if
19: end if
20: else
21: Traverse towards origin by changing Nfx and Nfy (coordinates)
22: if Nix == Nprev x then
23: Change Niy towards origin and calculate the Nfy
24: else
25: Change Nix towards origin and calculate the Nfx
26: end if
27: end if
28: if Ni type == i node then
29: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
30: Calculate Nf on the inner-path towards the anticlockwise direction
31: Forward the packet to Nf
32: end if
33: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
34: Traverse along the inner-path in anticlockwise direction
35: if Pa == Nia then
36: Push data along the storage line
37: Perform the required level of summarization
38: Set packet state← PKT FINISH
39: end if
40: end if
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The cost for synchronization (Csyn) is a constant for a ﬁxed number of attributes.
However, when the number of attributes increases, the Csyn will also increase
as it depends on the size of the inner-path which is deﬁned by the number of
attributes.
3.4.2 Query Resolution
The query resolution function is the second major operation of the proposed scheme.
The query resolution latency should be minimized for an eﬃcient information discov-
ery process. Further, information provided should be accurate. A QoS requirement
for many mission–critical applications is fast query resolution. The ﬂooding of all
data produced in the network to every sensor node within the network can minimize
the query resolution delay, however it is not an energy eﬃcient solution for such ap-
plications. A query can be generated from any sensor node in the network. As shown
Figure 3.4: Query Resolution Process of Attribute-3 on Level-path 2 for MDMRA-I
in Algorithm 3, MDMRA-I resolves queries locally, within each quadrant so the query
can be answered without routing it to far oﬀ locations.
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A query consists of the type of attribute and the required level of resolution of
information. Once the query reaches a iNode, it then decides on the direction to
retrieve the attribute type, and traverses through the local iNodes to get the required
attribute. Alternatively, the query may need a higher level of information. In each
lNode, the current level is compared with the level of information required by the
query as recorded in the query message.
As shown in Fig. 3.4, if the required level matches the current lNode level, then
the query starts to traverse along the level-path until the correct attribute type is
met. As a result, the query is not sent to a very detailed level inner-path to obtain the
information. The level nodes, which do not store an attribute, calculate the direction
that should be traversed on the level-path to reach the attribute storage nodes in the
quadrant. Therefore, when a packet reaches a lNode on a level-path, the level deﬁned
in the packet (i.e., the information level required by the query) is compared before
forwarding. If the current level and the required level as mentioned in the packet
matches, the packet will not be forwarded towards the inner-path.
Instead, the packet will be forwarded along the level-path to ﬁnd the correct
attribute to answer the query based on the direction deﬁned in the lnodes. If the
query needs more detailed information, then the query data packet will then be
forwarded to the inner-path and then to the correct attribute storage sensor node.
3.5 MDMRA-II
MDMRA-II is described in this section as an alternative approach to MDMRA-I.
Next subsections present the data dissemination and query resolution processes for
MDMRA -II.
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Algorithm 3 Query Resolution Process of MDMRA-I
Require: x-coordinate of the forwarding node Nfx, y-coordinate of the forwarding node Nfy, current sensor node
level Nil, the forwarding neighbour node Nj , the level of the previous sensor node Nprev level, previous node
x-coordinate Nprev x, query message packet PQ, search attribute type in the query Qa, search level-path infor-
mation QL, attribute stored by the sensor node Nia (only for storing nodes), state of the packet packet state
(PKT INITIAL, PKT SEARCH FOR LEV EL,PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All N nodes in the network are
connected.
1: Query message PQ is created and set search attribute type Qa, search value Qv , search level QL and
packet state← PKT INITIAL
2: Send query message PQ
3: if Query message packet PQ received then
4: Read packet state of PQ
5: switch (packet state)
6: case PKT INITIAL:
7: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL
8: Calculate Nj coordinates and forward PQ to Nj
9: case PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL:
10: if (Nil == QL) then
11: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
12: Calculate the direction to traverse and ﬁnd the next sensor node Nj and forward PQ
13: else
14: if Ni(l) == Nprev level then
15: if direction == vertical then
16: Set direction← horizontal towards origin /* change the packet direction*/
17: else
18: if direction == horizontal then
19: Set direction← vertical towards origin/* change the packet direction */
20: end if
21: end if
22: end if
23: else
24: Traverse towards origin by changing x and y (coordinates)
25: if Ni x == Nprev x then
26: Increase y and calculate the Nf (y)
27: else
28: Increase x and calculate the Nf (x)
29: end if
30: end if
31: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
32: if Qa == Nia then
33: Set packet state← PKT FINISH
34: Return PQ to the querying node
35: else
36: Traverse alone the level-path or inner-path nodes towards the calculated direction until relevant attribute
sensor node is reached
37: end if
38: end switch
39: end if
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3.5.1 Data Dissemination
The data dissemination process of MDMRA-II consists of two phases, namely, reach-
ing the inner-path and traversing towards the iNode and lNodes. The signiﬁcant
diﬀerence of MDMRA-II compared to MDMRA-I, is the absence of a global data
synchronization process in the second phase. Algorithm 4 briefs the steps of the
data dissemination process of the MDMRA-II.
Figure 3.5: Data Dissemination Process of Attribute-2 on Inner-path and on Level-paths for MDMRA-II
1. Phase I - Reaching the inner-path
Data generated by a producer sensor node p is pushed towards the inner-path by
dynamically constructing data dissemination paths centered on the information
producing sensor node as in Fig. 3.5. The sensors are aware of the current x, y
coordinates and the location of the origin (the centre position of the grid is
assumed as the origin). For phase I, MDMRA-II follows a similar approach as
MDMRA-I.
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Algorithm 4 Data Dissemination Process of MDMRA-II
Require: x-coordinate of the neighbour node j Njx, y-coordinate of the neighbour node j Njy, x-coordinate of the
forwarding sensor node Nfx, y-coordinate of the forwarding sensor node Nfy, attribute type of the sensor node
Nia, number of levels β, self-sensor node type Ni type, the level of current sensor node Ni level, the level of the
previous sensor node Nprev level, x-coordinate of previous sensor node Nprev x, forwarding sensor node Nf ,
attribute type of the data packet Pa, the data packet Pd, attribute value of the data packet Pv , state of the packet
packet state (PKT INITIAL, PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL, PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All N nodes in the network are
connected.
1: Create Pd and set Pa, Pv and packet state← PKT INITIAL
2: Calculate Nf which is the horizontal neighbour node and send Pd
3: if data packet Pd received then
4: Read packet state of Pd
5: switch (packet state)
6: case PKT INITIAL:
7: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL
8: Calculate the forwarding sensor node Nf
9: case PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL:
10: if Ni level == Nprev level then
11: change the direction towards the origin /* changing the packet direction */
12: if direction == vertical then
13: Set direction← horizontal
14: else
15: if direction == horizontal then
16: Set direction← vertical
17: end if
18: end if
19: else
20: Traverse towards origin by changing Nfx and Nfy (coordinates)
21: if Nix == Nprev x then
22: Change Niy towards origin and calculate the Nfy
23: else
24: Change Nix towards origin and calculate the Nfx
25: end if
26: end if
27: if Ni type == i node then
28: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
29: Calculate Nf on the inner-path within the quadrant traverse towards the relevant attribute storage sensor
node
30: Forward the packet to Nf
31: end if
32: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
33: Traverse along the inner-path to the calculated direction
34: if Pa == Nia then
35: Push data along the storage line
36: Perform the required level of summarization
37: Set packet state← PKT FINISH
38: end if
39: end if
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2. Phase II - Traversing towards iNodes and lNodes.
The attributes stored in the inner-path and level-paths are in an alphabetical
order of the attribute names, following an anti-clockwise direction. When a data
packet reaches the inner-path segment of the current quadrant, the data packet
is sent to the relevant iNode on the inner-path and then to the relevant lNodes on
the level-paths as shown in Fig. 3.5. If a data packet reaches an iNode that does
not store any attributes then the iNode calculates the direction to be traversed
on the inner-path in order for the data packet to reach the relevant attribute
sensor node. Once the data packet reaches the correct attribute sensor node,
then the path is constructed towards the relevant lNodes within the quadrant
as shown in Fig. 3.5. This approach for data dissemination will ensure local
availability of data for MDMRA-II.
3.5.2 Query Resolution
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a query type is referred as global or ALL-type if a sensor
node requires all instances of the occurrence of an event. For example in a ﬁre-ﬁghting
scenario the sensor will query the following: “ Which locations in the building have a
temperature that is > 60 degrees?”. To resolve such a query the query needs to collect
information from all nodes in the network that have detected the presence of high
temperature regions. ANY-type queries, on the other hand, are those where interest
is restricted to an occurrence of the event. From the above scenario, an example of
an ANY-type query can be, “Is there any location in the building with a temperature
that is > 60 degrees?”. The resolving of such a query can be terminated as soon as
the presence of any such location has been detected. MDMRA-II adopts two diﬀerent
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(a) Query resolution for ALL-type query using inner-path globally. The inner-
path stores the detailed information for all the attributes for A-MDMRA. If
the query from sensor node q needs all detailed information of Attribute-3, the
sensor node will forward the query along the inner-path and obtain all the data
for Attribute-3.
(b) Query resolution for ALL-type query using level-path globally. The level-
path stores the level-1 summarized information for all the attributes for A-
MDMRA. If the query from sensor node q needs all summarized (level-1) infor-
mation of Attribute-1, the sensor node will forward the query to the level-path
and traverse along the level-path to obtain all the data for Attribute-1.
Figure 3.6: Query Resolution for an ALL-type Query is a Global Process.
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(a) Query resolution for ANY-type query using inner-path locally. A Query
from sensor node q needs any information related to Attribute-3, will forward the
query to the inner-path and traverse along the inner-path, within the quadrant
to obtain any detailed data for Attribute-3.
(b) Query resolution for ANY-type query using level-path locally.The level-path
stores the level-1 summarized information for all the attributes for A-MDMRA.
If the query from sensor node q needs any summarized (Level-1) information
related to Attribute-3, the sensor node will forward the query to the level-path
and traverse along the level-path to obtain any summarized data for Attribute-3.
Figure 3.7: Query Resolution for an ANY-type Query is a Local Process.
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routing strategies depending on the types of query ALL-type or ANY-type. However,
with our proposed approach both types of queries are forwarded to the inner-path or
the level-path as the rst step.
In the rst phase, both types of queries use the same approach for query dissem-
ination as mentioned in Section 3.4.1. Using location details, queries will reach the
inner-path or level-path.
Then based on the query type (ALL or ANY), the querying strategy will follow a
di erent approach in the second phase as explained below.
The Algorithm 5 shows the steps of query resolution for MDMRA-II.
ALL-type (Traverse inner-pathor level-pathsglobally): Onceaquery is received
by a sensor node on the inner-path or level-path for a certain information level,
then the query should be sent along the inner-path or level-paths to gather
global information for an attribute. Therefore, the query will pass along all
the  iNodes  or  lNodes on a desired level and the path is constructed in an anti-
clockwise direction, as shown in Fig. 3.6.
ANY-type (Traverse inner-path or level-paths locally): Alternatively, if the
query requires ANY-type data on an attribute then the query will reach the
local inner-path or the level-path based on the level information needed. As
shown in Fig. 3.7, the data packet will then traverse along the inner-path or
level-path within the quadrant until the correct attribute type is found.
The next section presents a detailed cost based performance analysis for the A-
MDMRA methods.
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Algorithm 5 Query Resolution Process of MDMRA-II
Require: x-coordinate of the forwarding node Nfx, y-coordinate of the forwarding node Nfy, level of the current
sensor node Nil, attribute stored by the sensor node Nia (only for storing nodes), the forwarding neighbour node
Nj , the level of the previous sensor nodeNprev level, previous node x-coordinate Nprev x, query message packet
PQ, search attribute type in the query Qa, search level-path information QL, state of the packet packet state
(PKT INITIAL, PKT SEARCH FOR LEV EL,PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All N nodes in the network are
connected.
1: Query message PQ is created and set search attribute type Qa, search value Qv , search level QL and
packet state← PKT INITIAL
2: Send query message PQ
3: if Query message packet PQ received then
4: Read packet state of PQ
5: switch (packet state)
6: case PKT INITIAL:
7: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL
8: Calculate Nj and forward PQ to Nj
9: case PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL:
10: if (Ni(l) == QL) then
11: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
12: Calculate the direction to traverse and ﬁnd the next sensor node Nj and forward PQ
13: else
14: if Ni(l) == Nprev level then
15: if direction == vertical then
16: Set direction← horizontal towards origin /* change the packet direction*/
17: else
18: if direction == horizontal then
19: Set direction← vertical towards origin/* change the packet direction */
20: end if
21: end if
22: end if
23: else
24: Traverse towards origin by changing x and y (coordinates)
25: if Nix == Nprev x then
26: Increase Niy and calculate the Nf (y)
27: else
28: Increase Njx and calculate the Nf (x)
29: end if
30: end if
31: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
32: if Query˙Type == “ANY” then
33: if Qa == Nia then
34: Set packet state← PKT FINISH /*In the required level for ai any value is met then stops the search*/
35: else
36: Traverse alone the level-path/ inner-path to relevant attribute sensor node
37: end if
38: else
39: if Query˙Type == “ALL” then
40: Forward query packet PQ along the inner-path/ level-path for all storage sensor nodes ai is reached
in an anticlockwise direction /*In the required level for ai the search continues until all the values are
met*/
41: end if
42: end if
43: end switch
44: end if
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3.6 Performance Analysis
The main aim of the A-MDMRA was to improve the overall eﬃciency of the informa-
tion discovery process on multi-dimensional wireless sensor networks. Of particular
interest is the latency, the average information discovery costs and energy costs for
each model. Clearly, the information discovery cost for any model depends on the
frequency of occurrence of both events and queries and also the cost incurred in
data dissemination and query resolution. In Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 the costs and
optimization of the size of the inner-path for A-MDMRA approaches are discussed.
The frequency of events are represented as fe and the frequency of discovery
queries as fq. The ratio between fe and fq is r (i.e.,
fe
fq
= r). Let β represent the
number of diﬀerent aggregation level-paths. For cost calculations, three major costs
are identiﬁed which associate with a query as data dissemination, query dissemination
and response costs. The A-MDMRA routing approaches using a regular grid with
four symmetric quadrants are analyzed. Each quadrant of the grid has N nodes,
where N = n × n. As shown in the Fig. 3.8 the horizontal or the vertical distance
from the origin to the inner-path has + 1 number of nodes, since  starts from 0.
An event or a query from any sensor node in the WSN should reach the inner-
path and a query should be responded to from the data available in the inner-path.
Therefore, reaching the inner-path is a common sub task for all three major functions
mentioned above for both MDMRA-I and MDMRA-II.
The total cost for 2((n − )( + 1)) number of nodes to reach inner-path within
Area A and Area D, τ1 can be written as :
τ1 = 2(+ 1)×
n−∑
j=0
j = (+ 1)(n− )(n− + 1) (3.6.1)
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Figure 3.8: Diﬀerent Areas on Quadrant Q2
where j is a variable from 0 to n− .
The total cost for (n− )2 number of nodes to reach inner-path within Area B, τ2
can be written as :
τ2 =
n−+1∑
k=2
n− 
2
(2k + n− − 1) = (n− )2(n− + 1) (3.6.2)
where k is a variable which varies from 2 to n− + 1.
The total cost for 2 number of nodes to reach inner-path within Area C, τ3 can
be written as :
τ3 = (
p=,q=1∑
p=1,q=
(2q − 1)× p) = (2+ 1)(+ 1)
6
(3.6.3)
Thus, the average cost for reaching the inner-path for N nodes in a quadrant is
given as τ .
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(3.6.4)
τ =
τ1 + τ2 + τ3
2(n− )(+ 1) + (n− )2 + 2
=
(
(+ 1)(n− )(n− + 1) + (n− )2(n− + 1) + (2+1)(+1)
6
2(n− )(+ 1) + (n− )2 + 2
)
=
23 + (6n+ 9)2 + (−12n2 − 18n− 5)+ 12n2 + 6n+ 6n3
6(n2 + 2n− 2)
The following subsections detail the costs of major functions in terms of τ , and
the event and query generation frequencies for both MDMRA-I and MDMRA-II ap-
proaches.
3.6.1 Costs Analysis with MDMRA-I
The total average cost for information discovery (CMDMRA-Iid ) for MDMRA-I comprises
the average costs of the three main functions. They are: (i) average data dissemi-
nation cost (CMDMRA-Id ), (ii) average query dissemination cost (C
MDMRA-I
q ), and (iii)
average query response cost (CMDMRA-Ir ).
Once the network organization is completed, the producer sensor node p gener-
ates and pushes event data towards the origin until reaches the inner-path. It then
traverses 8 number of nodes on the inner-path and β levels on four quadrants. Thus,
the average data dissemination cost CMDMRA-Id of every event can be calculated as:
CMDMRA-Id = τ + 8+ 4β (3.6.5)
A consumer will generate a query and build the query dissemination tree to a
level-path or to the inner-path. The response to every query in the network will
follow the reverse path of query dissemination path.
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Therefore, the average costs for query dissemination CMDMRA-Iq and the query reply
CMDMRA-Ir can be stated as:
CMDMRA−Iq = C
MDMRA-I
r = τ (3.6.6)
In summary, the average cost for information discovery (CMDMRA-Iid ) with MDMRA-
I per query consists of data dissemination, query dissemination and query reply costs.
Assume, for each query, there are fe
fq
events. Then the query dissemination cost is
CMDMRA-Id × fefq . In combining Equations 3.6.5 and 3.6.6 the average communication
cost for a query becomes:
CMDMRA-Iid = Cd ×
fe
fq
+ Cq + Cr
= (τ + 8+ 4β)× fe
fq
+ τ + τ
= τ(2 +
fe
fq
) + 8× fe
fq
+ 4β × fe
fq
=
{
23 + (6n+ 9)2 + (−12n2 − 18n− 5)+ 12n2 + 6n+ 6n3
6(n2 + 2n− 2)
}
(2 + r) + 8r + 4βr
(3.6.7)
From Eq.( 3.6.7), it is clear that  is the control parameter of the MDMRA-I
structure. Therefore, to ﬁnd the optimal length of , a derivative over  is calculated
as :
dCMDMRA−IIid
d
=
(−83 + (6n2 − 18)2 + (12n3 + 42n2 + 36n)+ (−30n3 − 12n4 − 17n2 + 2n)
6(n2 + 2n− 2)2
)
(2 + r) + 8r
(3.6.8)
By setting
dCMDMRA−IIid
d
= 0, and solving for  the optimum value for  can be identiﬁed.
Given, any n and r, the optimal  will be the non negative cubic solution of the
ﬁrst derivative of the equation.
Based on Eq. 3.6.8, Fig. 3.9 shows the optimal length of  in a network with
n = 100 and β = 3 when fq
fe
is raised from 10 to 20. It can be observed that as fq
fe
increases (i.e., query frequency is higher), the optimal value of  also increases.
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Figure 3.9: Average Information Discovery Cost and optimum with Diﬀerent Query Frequencies (fq) for MDMRA-I
Subsection 3.6.2 elaborates on a similar costs analysis for the alternative MDMRA-
II.
3.6.2 Costs Analysis with MDMRA-II
The data dissemination and query dissemination processes are diﬀerent in MDMRA-II
and MDMRA-I. The MDMRA-II model disseminates data only on its local inner-path
and to the level-paths. Therefore, using Eq. 3.6.4, τ the average data dissemination
cost CMDMRA-IId of an event in a quadrant can be estimated as follows.
CMDMRA-IId = τ + β (3.6.9)
However, a query will build the query dissemination tree to the inner-path or to
a level-path. The average query dissemination cost is therefore:
CMDMRA-IIq = τ + 8 (3.6.10)
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After traversing on the inner-path, a query returns to the consumer’s quadrant
and the response follow the reverse path from the inner-path to the consumer. Thus,
the query reply cost is
CMDMRA-IIr = τ (3.6.11)
The average cost of information discovery CMDMRA-IIid per query consists of average
data dissemination cost CMDMRA-IId , average query dissemination cost C
MDMRA-II
q and
replying cost CMDMRA-IIr . Therefore, the average cost could be written by combining
Equations with τ and Eqs. 3.6.9, 3.6.10 and 3.6.11 as follows.
CMDMRA-IIid = C
MDMRA-II
d ×
fe
fq
+ CMDMRA-IIq + C
MDMRA-II
r
= (τ + β)× fe
fq
+ (τ + 8) + τ
= τ(2 + r) + 8+ β
fe
fq
=
{
23 + (6n+ 9)2 + (−12n2 − 18n− 5)+ 12n2 + 6n+ 6n3
6(n2 + 2n− 2)
}
(2 +
fe
fq
) + 8+ β × fe
fq
(3.6.12)
In order to ﬁnd the optimal length of , we obtain the derivative over CMDMRA-IIid
with respect to . Then the equation becomes,
dCMDMRA−IIid
d
=
(−83 + (6n2 − 18)2 + (12n3 + 42n2 + 36n)+ (−30n3 − 12n4 − 17n2 + 2n)
6(n2 + 2n− 2)2
)
(2 + r) + 8
(3.6.13)
Let
dCMDMRA−IIid
d
= 0, and an optimum value can be obtained for .
Given, any n and r, the optimal  will be the non negative cubic solution of the
ﬁrst derivative of the equation.
Figure 3.10, shows the optimal locations for a network with n = 100 and for
β = 3 when fe
fq
changes from 10 to 20. It could be observed as fe
fq
increases (i.e., event
frequency is higher), the optimal value of  also increases.
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Figure 3.10: Average Information Discovery Cost and optimum with Diﬀerent Event Frequencies (fe) for MDMRA-II
3.7 Implementation on a Random Network
In this section we describe how the MDMRA scheme can be deployed in a random
WSN. AutonomousWSNs have sensors that are usually deployed randomly to monitor
one or more phenomena. An eﬃcient information discovery process will signiﬁcantly
enhance the quality of service of such a network. Most of the previous approaches for
information discovery in WSNs are based on distance based greedy approaches and
not responsive to the current state of individual sensors. The proposed scheme that
incorporates network self-organization and energy-sensitive dissemination of data for
aggregation on inner-path and information retrieval. For this approach, it is assumed
the network is fully connected and that each sensor is aware of its own location and
the relative coordinates of the deployment area including the origin. The speciﬁcs are
presented in the following subsections.
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3.7.1 Network Self-Organization
Consider a random network as in Fig. 3.11. Since sensor networks are deployed
through random scattering, our ﬁrst goal is to organize the network so we can identify
clearly the perimeter of the network, the inner-path and level-path nodes, and na
number of data storage points. For this purpose, a simple decentralized algorithm
was proposed. Since each sensor node is location-aware, all nodes within a certain
distance d from the origin of the deployment area self-elect themselves to be boundary
nodes on the network.
Figure 3.11: The Organization of the Inner-path and the Level-paths with Their Respective Attributes
Similarly, the nodes with the closest y coordinate to the origin y coordinate will be
selected as the nodes on the inner-path nodes. However, with the random scattering
of nodes, the inner-path is limited to a single chain (line) of nodes going into the
middle of the sensor network. The closest next level of nodes to the inner-path will
be selected as the ﬁrst level-path and continue further towards the boundary until
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the number of levels deﬁned by the user is achieved.
From the set of these inner-path nodes, a group of nodes are selected to be data
storage points as shown in Fig. 3.11. The purpose of the data storage nodes is to
serve as data storage centers and the number of data storage nodes a is deﬁned based
on the attributes the application is required to store. The level-paths are marked
from origin to the boundary in an increasing order. The inner-path is usually marked
as level 0. Once the inner-path, level-paths and the storage nodes are identiﬁed, the
nodes start the network self-organization process. The nodes on the inner-path are
called iNodes and the nodes on the level-paths are called as lNodes. Each sensor node
sends out a short hello packet to its neighbouring nodes within the transmission range
R and helps to identify the closest nodes to the origin by every sensor node. The
self-organization process is summarized in Algorithm 6
Forwarding of the hello packet stops after learning all the neighbours within a
sensor node’s transmission area R.
3.7.2 Strategy for Energy Eﬃcient Sensor Node Selection
Packets could be broadcast or unicast when forwarding to the destination. Broadcast-
ing of packets is costly in terms of energy and could create congestion and duplicate
packets in the network. Therefore, unicast is the most suitable forwarding method on
WSNs. However, the packet should be addressed to a forwarding node when unicas-
ting the packet. Most of the routing algorithms on WSNs use “Greedy” forwarding
where the next hop of a sensor node becomes the neighbor geographically closest to
the packets destination and it is the locally optimal choice of the next hop. However,
greedy mechanisms for information dissemination depend on topological constraints
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Algorithm 6 Self-organization Process of MDMRA Random
Require: the size of the ﬁeld w×w, x-coordinate of a sensor node i as Nix, y-coordinate of a sensor node i as Niy,
x-coordinate of the neighbour node j as Njx, y-coordinate of the neighbour node j as Njy, attribute type of the
sensor node Nia, number of attributes na, number of levels β, self sensor node type Ni type, attribute types ai
where i = 1, 2, 3, ...., n, distance from the origin to the furthest attribute sensor node on the inner-path d, the
packet count Pc, the packet count array Rpc
Ensure: All nodes N in the network is connected
1: β = 3
/*Set perimeter (boundary) nodes*/
2: if (Nix == originx ± w2 ) AND (originy − w2 ≤ Niy ≤ originy + w2 )
OR (Niy == originy ± w2 ) AND (originx − w2 ≤ Nix ≤ originx + w2 ) then
3: Ni type = boundary
4: end if
/*Set inner-path nodes*/
5: if Niy ≈ originy then
6: Ni type = i node
7: end if
/*Set level-path nodes*/
8: k = 1
9: repeat
10: if (Niy == originy + k) OR (Niy == originy − k) then
11: Ni type = lNode k
12: end if
13: k = k + 1
14: until k! = β
/*Set nodes and attribute types*/
15: if (Ni type = i node OR Ni type = lNode) then
16: k = 1, m = 0 /* Two variables as k and m */
17: repeat
18: if (Nix == originx − k) OR (Nix == originx + (d−m)) then
19: Nia = ak
20: end if
21: k = k + 1
22: m = m+ 1
23: until k! = A
24: end if
25: Create Rpc
26: Broadcast hello packets to the neighbours
27: if hello packet received OR sent to any Nj then
28: Update the Pc for each neighbour in Rpc
29: end if
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or require knowledge of information location. Also, a sensor node has the same for-
warding node closer to a destination resulting in that forwarding node always will be
chosen as the next hop for that particular destination. Considering these problems
and constraints, we do not employ “Greedy” forwarding in our schemes. Instead, a
new metric is proposed for selecting the forwarding node in MDMRA random. A
major consideration of this metric is the number of packets sent and received from a
neighbour sensor node. The sensor node with the lowest packet count will be included
in the data dissemination or query resolution tree. The motivation behind this is to
use those nodes with higher residual sensor node energy. The overall aim of this is
to increase the network lifetime. To achieve this, every sensor node i maintains two
vectors, one to store the number of packets sent to each neighbour and another to
store the number of packets received from the neighbours, Λi and Γi respectively.
The problem can be formulated as follows. Let N be the total number of nodes in
the network. If sensor nodes nodei and nodej are neighbours and if nodei and nodej
have n number of neighbours, then the vector for the number of packets sent to each
neighbour by Ni could be written as,
Λi =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Ps1
Ps2
...
Pn
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Further, the vector for the received number of packets on Ni from the neighbours Γi
could be written as follows:
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Γi =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Pr1
Pr2
...
Pn
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
When forwarding data or a query, following assumptions were made in relation to the
packets received and sent by neighbours. If the energy consumption of Ni and Nj
are ci and cj respectively, the energy consumption for Ni and Nj can be written as
ci ∝ Λi + Γi and cj ∝ Λj + Γj
As a result, the sensor node Ni will select the sensor node with lowest summation
of Λn and Γn among its neighbours.
3.7.3 Data Dissemination Tree Construction
Figure 3.12: Sensor Node p Detects a Value for Attribute-4 and Disseminates it on the Inner-path to the Level-paths
The data and query trees are constructed using the two vectors mentioned in
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Algorithm 7 Data Dissemination Process of MRMRA Random
Require: x-coordinate of neighbour nodes Njx, y-coordinate of neighbour nodes Njy, forwarding sensor node (the
neighbour node with lowest packet count) Nf , data storing attribute of the sensor node Ni(a), self-sensor node
type Ni type, number of levels β, data packet Pd, the attribute type in the packet Pa, The packet count for a
neighbouring node Pc, the packet count array Rpc, the packet search level Pl, state of the packet packet state
(PKT INITIAL, PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL, PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All nodes N in the network is connected
1: Create a data packet Pd and set packet state← PKT INITIAL
2: Select Nf from Lf and forward Pd to Nf
3: Update Pc of Rpc sort Rpc
4: if data packet Pd is received then
5: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
6: Read packet state of Pd
7: switch (packet state)
8: case PKT INITIAL:
9: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL
10: select the ﬁrst entry Nf of the Rpc and forward Pd to Nf
11: Update Pc of Rpc
12: case PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL:
13: if Ni type == i node then
14: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
15: Forward the Pd alone the inner-path towards the opposite half of the network
16: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
17: else
18: Select Nf of the Rpc
19: Forward the data packet to the Nf towards the origin
20: Update pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
21: end if
22: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
23: if Pa == Na then
24: Set packet state← PKT ATTRIB LEVEL
25: Forward Pd to the level nodes to update the level information
26: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
27: end if
28: case PKT ATTRIB LEVEL:
29: if Pl == β then
30: Set packet state← PKT FINISH
31: else
32: Forward packet to the sensor node on the next level
33: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
34: end if
35: end switch
36: end if
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Section 3.7.2. A producer will forward the data to one of the neighbours with a
lowest Λn + Γn and every sensor node will continue the same process by generating
an energy eﬃcient tree to the inner-path as shown in Fig. 3.12. In the next step
the data will be synchronized on nodes along the inner-path and to the nodes on
the level-paths as shown in Fig. 3.12. As a result, the data will be available with
the nodes on the inner-path and the level-paths will have diﬀerent resolution levels.
This process of data dissemination makes it easier for data consumers to access data
with lesser latency and consumption of energy. The data dissemination process is
summarized in Algorithm 7.
3.7.4 Increase Data Spread Through Opportunistic Dissem-
ination
Information can be opportunistically stored at multiple locations within the trans-
mission range for the same dissemination cost. The data spread in the network can
be achieved by exploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. This can
provide a further improvement in the QoS oﬀered to query resolution. When the
data dissemination tree is constructed from the producer sensor node, nodes that are
adjacent to the dissemination tree will overhear the transmissions. The opportunistic
storage of these transmissions increase the number of locations at which information
relating to a particular event is available. This approach can signiﬁcantly decrease
the query resolution time for ANY-type queries as the number of locations at which
an ANY-type query can be resolved is increased. As a result, the query resolution
cost is reduced as the required number of transmissions is decreased and this achieves
network-wide energy savings which results in an increase of the network lifetime.
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Algorithm 8 Query Resolution Process of MDMRA Random
Require: attribute type store at the sensor node Ni(a), forwarding sensor node (the neighbour node with the lowest
packet count)Nf , current sensor node level Ni(l), query message packet PQ, attribute type of the query packet
Qa, level of information QL, the packet count Pc, the packet count array Rpc state of the packet packet state
(PKT INITIAL, PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL, PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All nodes N in the network is connected
1: Create query message packet PQ and set packet state← PKT INITIAL
2: Select Nf from Lf and forward the PQ to Nf
3: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
4: if query message PQ is received then
5: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
6: Read packet state of PQ
7: switch (packet state)
8: case PKT INITIAL:
9: packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL
10: Select the ﬁrst entry Nf of the Rpc and forward PQ to Nf
11: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
12: case PKT SEARCH FOR LEVEL:
13: if Ni(l) == QL then
14: packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
15: Forward the packet alone the reached level-path
16: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
17: else
18: Select Nf of the Rpc and forward PQ to Nf
19: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
20: end if
21: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
22: if Ni(a) == Qa then
23: packet state← PKT FINISH
24: else
25: Calculate the direction towards the opposite half of the network on reached level-path
26: Forward the packet to next sensor node on the reached level-path
27: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
28: end if
29: end switch
30: end if
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3.7.5 Query Resolution
For the process of query resolution, the consumer sensor node will indicate both the
desired level of information and the attribute in the data packet. For example, if the
query needs very detailed information for an attribute on the inner-path then the level
of the information will be marked as 0 in the packet with the required attribute. The
Figure 3.13: Sensor Node q Needs Detailed Information of Attribute-4 and Querying from the Inner-path
query dissemination tree is built towards the origin, by considering the lowest value
for the summation of Λn and Γn. However, if the packet reaches the level mentioned
by the consumer, the packet will then stop moving towards the origin.
Instead, the lNode, which received the packet and is on the required level, will
forward the packet along the level-path towards its opposite half of the network until
it meets the required attribute by the packet, as shown in Fig. 3.13. Following this,
the query uses the shortest path to the consumer from the data storage sensor node.
The query resolution process of MDMRA random is summarized in Algorithm 8.
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3.8 Simulation Results and Discussion
Performance evaluation of the MDMRA was carried out using network simulator 2
(NS-2) [115]. Initially, the network topology was a deployment of 9 × 9 nodes dis-
tributed uniformly over a deployment area of 800 m2. For each simulation run, one
sensor node was randomly chosen to be the query generator. The inner-path and
level-path nodes were marked with the attributes and the levels they were respon-
sible for storing. The consumer and producer nodes generated queries and events
following a Poisson distribution with a mean query inter-arrival rate (λ) changed
appropriately from 1 second to 50 seconds for average total energy calculations. For
other experiments, the consumer sensor node generated queries following a Poisson
distribution with a mean query inter-arrival rate (λ) of 2 seconds.
For comparison purposes, we also implemented the comb needle, double rulings
and TPDCS approaches. In our implementation of the comb needle approach, the size
of the needle l was set to 5 with an inter-comb spacing, s, of 1. We also implemented
the double rulings approach, data replication was performed along the greater path
formed between the producer and the aggregator (which was chosen at random from
within the core nodes). We considered the case where there is only a single data
type and hence, all data was aggregated to the single aggregator. Each consumer
node selected a retrieval curve along which it traveled in a random direction until it
intersected with the replication curve. We considered replication distances of 1 in our
simulations. In TPDCS, the data regions are assigned by a time dimension as well as
data dimensions. Two attribute dimensions were considered during time dimension t0
to t4. The data generation nodes, time dimensions tn, data querying nodes and data
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used for queries were chosen randomly in each simulation run. The routing process
was carried out using the Greed Perimeter Stateless Routing(GPSR) method [116].
In our simulation, initial spacing between two nodes was set to 100m. At this
width, we found a connected path to the network edge was achieved. The commu-
nication range of each sensor node was approximately 100m. We used 802.11 as the
MAC protocol [117]. All results are averaged over 30 simulation runs (with random
seeds) with each run of 180 seconds duration. The energy model deployed was the
NS–2 energy model [118] and every simulation run started with the initial energy of
1000 Joules in every node for residual energy calculations and to generate the energy
maps. However, for lifetime calculations the initial energy was set to 50 Joules.
To study the scalability of the approach on network performance, the spacing
between nodes in the network varied from 1 to 0 . 2, with an increase in the number
of nodes to 1689 nodes for a spacing of 0 . 2. The choice of consumer nodes were
restricted to the core nodes ( i.e.,  the nodes that were not on the inner-path) within
the network.
Five main performance metrics were studied to measure the QoS improvements
in addition to the lifetime improvements of the network. These were:
Average data availability latency: the average time taken to make the attribute
available on the data storage nodes
Average query resolution latency: the average time taken to resolve a query
sent by a consumer.
Average information discovery latency: summation of the average time taken
to make the attribute available on the storage sensor node and the average time
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taken to resolve a query.
Average consumed energy: the average energy consumed for data dissemination
and query resolution by individual nodes
Total consumed energy: the total energy consumed for data dissemination and
query resolution by individual nodes.
The rst three metrics provide information on the e ectiveness and completeness
of the proposed approach in improving QoS. The fourth and fth metrics provide
information on the energy-e ciency and the energy usage of the di erent approaches.
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Figure 3.14: The Average Data Availability Latency Vs Network Size
Figure 3.14 shows the average data availability latency is higher with MDMRA-I
compared to MDMRA-II. Therefore, the data will be available to access quicker with
MDMRA-II than MDMRA-I. In Figure 3.14, the fastest data availability is recorded
by comb needle model and slowest data availability is with double rulings approach.
The data dissemination path for comb needle is the shortest and hence the data would
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be quickly available on the data storage sensor nodes. Double rulings scheme is the
slowest in make data available on a replication curve, because we have considered
R = 1 and the replication is done at all nodes along the replication curve. Therefore,
data dissemination cost with double rulings scheme is high (in terms of construction
of the replication curve).
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Figure 3.15: The Average Query Resolution Latency for Data Querying Vs Network Size
Fig. 3.15 presents the average query resolution times with varying number of sensor
nodes for eight diﬀerent approaches. From Fig. 3.15, it can be observed the average
query resolution latency are approximately the same for MDMRA-I and MDMRA-
II for ANY type queries. The resolution levels and local availability of the data
have helped to acquire a low average query resolution for MDMRA-I and ANY type
queries for MDMRA-II. Further, as shown in Fig. 3.15, we observe that the average
query resolution latency is the highest for the MDMRA-II-ALL type in comparison to
the other approaches. Traveling along the inner-path to retrieve all the information
related to an attribute contributes to the higher average query resolution latency for
MDMRA-II-ALL approach.
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Figure 3.16: Average Information Discovery Latency Vs Number of Nodes in the Network
In Fig. 3.16 the results of the six diﬀerent approaches with respect to average in-
formation discovery latency are presented. It can be observed that the MDMRA op-
portunistic has the minimum average information discovery latency compared to the
comb needle, TPDCS, double rulings, MDMRA-I and MDMRA random approaches.
By opportunistically storing information relating to a particular event, the number
of locations at which data is available can be increased without increasing the data
dissemination cost. The query resolution process is advantaged by the opportunistic
storing of MDMRA opportunistic and results will be available in shorter time for
ANY-type queries. Consequently, MDMRA opportunistic incurs the lowest average
information discovery latency compared to the other ﬁve approaches.
Fig. 3.17 shows the average total consumed energy when the mean inter-arrival
time (λ) increases. It was observed that when the mean arrival time (λ) is low,
MDMRA-II consumed less energy compared to MDMRA-I. However, when the mean
arrival time (λ) is high, MDMRA-I consumed less energy than MDMRA-II. Based
on these results, for a network with higher frequency of events than queries (i.e.,
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Figure 3.17: The Average Total Consumed Energy for MDMRA-I and MDMRA-II-ALL
fe > fq), A-MDMRA will employ MDMRA-II as the optimal approach with local
pushing and global pulling. Alternatively, if fe < fq, then A-MDRMA will adopt
MDMRA-I as the optimal approach with global pushing and local pulling. This
ability to respond dynamically to the changes in the frequency of events and queries
in the network ensures that A-MDMRA achieves improvements in QoS and network
lifetime. In general, this highlights the principle of a communication strategy with
optimal routing structure, that should adapt to the frequencies of queries and events.
In particular, the higher the relative frequency of the query/event,the larger the
number of nodes it is propagated to. When the query frequency is high, global pull
(query) plus local push (data) is more eﬃcient. As the query frequency decreases,
walk along the inner-path is relatively low. After a certain point, push combined with
local pull is more eﬃcient.
In Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19, the results of the total consumed energy and the
lifetimes for the diﬀerent approaches are presented. The energy consumption is the
highest for the MDMRA-I (grid) approach in comparison to the other four approaches.
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This is due to synchronization of the attributes in the inner-path and the level-paths
in diﬀerent quadrants. The next highest energy consumption is by the comb needle
approach which can be attributed to the fact that in the comb needle scheme the
pushing cost is very low while the query resolution cost is high. Consequently, the
energy consumption will be high. In comparison, with the double rulings approach,
the pushing cost is high (in terms of construction of the replication curve). The data
dissemination cost will be greater than the query resolution cost (i.e., the cost in
terms of traveling along the retrieval curve and then to the storage point along the
replication curve).
TPDCS decentralizes the skewed data and queries by assigning data regions using
a time dimension and data dimensions. This reduces the query and storage hotspots
across the network and hence, reduces total energy consumption. With the MDMRA
random and MDMRA opportunistic approaches, the data dissemination cost varies
based on the size of the inner-path and number of levels. However, with MDMRA
random, the query resolution cost is low due to multi-resolution. Further, the oppor-
tunistic storage of data reduces the query resolution cost for ANY-type queries with
the MDMRA opportunistic approach. Hence, the MDMRA opportunistic energy con-
sumption tends to be quite low and has the highest residual energy compared to the
other four approaches. As a result, MDMRA opportunistic has the highest lifetime
compared with the other ﬁve approaches as shown in Fig. 3.19.
Figures from 3.20 to 3.24 show the energy maps for normalized consumed energy
for diﬀerent algorithms. As shown in Figs. 3.20 and 3.24, the normalized consumed
energy is equally distributed with MDMRA random and MDMRA opportunistic, with
fewer hotspots. Further, the comb needle approach seems to consume more energy
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compared to other approaches.
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Figure 3.20: The Energy Map for MDMRA Random for Network Size 1089
3.9 Summary
In this chapter, the A-MDMRAwhich incorporates two MDMRAmodels (i.e.,MDMRA-
I and MDMRA-II) was proposed. A-MDMRA is a simple yet eﬃcient information
discovery scheme for supporting queries in large-scale multi-dimensional autonomous
WSNs. Also, the MDMRA models could be used to study the beneﬁts of balanc-
ing “push” and “pull” in information discovery in large-scale multi-dimensional au-
tonomous WSNs. The results show the MDMRA-II is better for managing locally
available data and also suitable for networks where fe > fq. Alternatively, MDMRA-I
is better for networks where query resolution frequency is higher than the event gener-
ation frequency (i.e., fe < fq). Further, a hybrid push-pull strategy that enables fast
response to information discovery queries was proposed. The proposed information
storage and dissemination model uses a distributed algorithm to construct multiple
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Figure 3.21: The Energy Map for Comb Needle for Network Size 1089
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Figure 3.23: The Energy Map for TPDCS Network Size 1089
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Figure 3.24: The Energy Map for MDMRA opportunistic Network Size 1089
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energy-rich trees rooted at the information producing node and the querying node. In
addition, the proposed information discovery mechanism reduces the latency involved
in information discovery while oﬀering signiﬁcant energy savings. Analytical and sim-
ulation results show the proposed method(s) of information discovery oﬀer signiﬁcant
QoS beneﬁts for querying, with overall latency at a minimum and an increase in
lifetime. It also shows the energy costs of the proposed methods are less than previ-
ous approaches. However, the current approach suﬀers from hotspots, especially, the
nodes on the inner-path. In the next chapter, another approach on random wireless
sensor networks which deals with hotspots is proposed.
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Chapter 4
Energy Eﬃcient Data Collection in
the Perimeter
An eﬃcient information discovery for multi-dimensional WSNs deployed in mission–
critical environments has become an essential research consideration. Timely and
energy eﬃcient information discovery is very important to maintain the QoS of such
mission critical applications. An ineﬃcient information discovery mechanisms will re-
sult in high transmission of data packets over the network creating bottlenecks leading
to unbalanced energy consumption over the network. High latency and ineﬃcient en-
ergy consumption will have a direct eﬀect on the QoS of mission-critical applications
of particular importance in this regard is the minimization of hotspots.
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a new approach for information discovery onWSNs where data storage
sensor nodes are located at the perimeter of the network is proposed. The level-paths
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are then formed towards the origin from the boundary. Even though MDMRA random
is an eﬃcient information discovery method it suﬀers from storage and query hotspots.
MDMRA random consists of an inner-path where the detailed data is collected and
stored. The sensor nodes in the inner-path are frequently used not only for data
storage but also for the data dissemination and for query resolution compared to the
other sensor nodes. Further, as explained and shown in Section 3.8, the inner-path
consists of hotspots with the MDMRA random scheme. The hotspots directly impact
on the lifetime on the network. Therefore, another information discovery approach
is proposed in this chapter where the data storage is pushed to the perimeter as
shown in Fig. 4.1. The method is named as Multi-dimensional Data Collection in
the Perimeter (MDCP). In MDCP, a sensor node creates diﬀerent energy rich data
dissemination trees towards the perimeter. It also provides query locality, creating
and maintaining n diﬀerent attributes for fast query resolution.
With MDCP, when an event is detected, the sensor node creates four diﬀerent
data packets which will be sent towards the data storage nodes in the perimeter.
The four data packets will be sent out in the four directions (i.e., approximately
horizontal and vertical) from the event detected sensor node. If the width of the
ﬁeld is w then, originy and originx ± w2 or originx and originy ± w2 approximately
locate the four data copies in the perimeter. Following a random walk towards the
perimeter, the data packets ﬁrst cross the level-paths and ﬁnally reach the perimeter
where the inner-path is built. If the required attribute is reached on the level-path
while traversing to the perimeter then the data are copied to the level-path for that
level for that attribute. However, if the relevant attribute storage is not met, then
the data packet will traverse towards the perimeter until the inner-path is met and
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then calculates the direction on the perimeter to ﬁnd the relevant attribute storage
sensor node. Next the data packet traverses towards the calculated direction until it
meets the relevant data storage sensor node to copy the attribute value. Once the
data storage node in the inner-path is met it then forwards the data to the level-
paths to store the diﬀerent resolutions of data. The next sections explain the data
dissemination and query resolution for MDCP.
4.2 Self-organization process
Figure 4.1: The Organization of the Boundary and the Data Collection Sensor Nodes and the Level˙paths
The ﬁrst goal is to organize the random network so we can identify clearly the
perimeter of the network and data storage points on the perimeter to store diﬀerent
attributes.
An origin is identiﬁed and set as originx and originy and made known to everyone
in the network. All nodes with a certain distance d from the origin of the deployment,
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self-elect themselves to be on the perimeter (boundary) nodes on the network as
shown in Fig. 4.1. Each sensor node on the perimeter checks whether its’ x and y
coordinates are within the ranges of ((originx, originy− w2 ) to ((originx−da), y− w2 ))
or ((originx − w2 , originy) to (x − w2 , originy + da)) or ((originx, originy + w2 ) to
(originx+ da, originy +
w
2
)) or ((originx± w2 , originy) to (originx+ w2 , originy − da))
where da is a distance equal to
w
4
, if w is the width of the ﬁeld. If the sensor node is
within the area and in the perimeter then it selects itself as an “eligible data storage
node”. Next n “eligible data storage nodes” broadcast First Attribute Node Selection
packets (FANS) to the neighbours. If a sensor node is not an “eligible data storage
node” then the node deletes the FANS packet and does not forward the packet along
the perimeter. If a sensor node Ni is an “eligible data storage node” then Ni compares
the times of the received FANS from Nj1, Nj2, . . . , Njn with the Ni’s FANS sent time.
If the one of the received FANS sent times is earlier than the self FANS sent time
then the Ni will be free from being an “eligible data storage node”, however keeps
the status as “pre-eligible data storage node”. If Ni is an “eligible data storage node”
or a “pre-eligible data storage node” then Ni will forward the FANS packets to the
neighbours along the perimeter. Consider, two nodes as Ni and Nj and if Ni received
a FANS packet from Nj and Ni identiﬁed that the Ni’s FANS packet sent time and
Nj’s FANS packet sent times are equal then Ni will send an “interest packet” to
the Nj and then Nj will set the node status to a normal boundary node. After this
process Ni becomes the ﬁrst data storage sensor node, which stores the ﬁrst attribute,
Attribute−1. Next the adjacent sensor nodes that are present on the perimeter along
the clockwise direction from the ﬁrst storage sensor node assign themselves to store
Attribute−2, Attribute−3, . . . , Attribute−n. As shown in Fig. 4.1, from the perimeter
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towards the origin the sensor nodes are assigned to store the level information and
stops once β number of levels are set. As a result, the level-paths are created towards
the origin from the boundary.
Figure 4.2: Sensor Node p Detects an Attribute-3 and Disseminates the Value to the Data Collection Nodes and also
to the Levels
4.3 Data Dissemination
Once self-organization is completed then the data dissemination process is started. If
sensor node p detects an event it pushes four data packets towards the four directions
as shown in Fig. 4.2. The forwarding sensor node Nf for energy-eﬃcient data dis-
semination tree is selected using the metric explained in the Section 4.5. When each
data packet meets the boundary, it calculates the direction and traverses along the
boundary nodes until it meets the relevant data storage sensor node. When it meets
the data storage node, it then traverses towards the level nodes in the level-paths to
summarize the information and store in the level nodes facilitating multi-resolution.
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Algorithm 9 Self-organization Process of MDCP
Require: the width of the ﬁeld w, x-coordinate of neighbour nodes Nix, y-coordinate of neighbour nodes Niy,
self-sensor node type Ni type, attribute start sensor node Nas, attribute of the storing sensor node Na, self-node
neighbour count Ni(nc), neighbour’s neighbour count Nj(nc), number of attributes na,number of levels β,
the packet count array Rpc, the neighbour count array Rnc, array of x,y coordinates of neighbours Rnd, the
forwarding node list Lf , a some distance da equal to
w
4
, eligible data storage node Ne, pre-eligible data storage
node Npe, First Attribute Node Selection packets (FANS packets) PFANS
Ensure: All nodes N in the network is connected
/*Set global origin */
1: Set global origin as originx and originy ( originx = 0 and originy = 0)
/*Set boundary nodes */
2: if (Nix == originx ± w2 ) AND (originy − w2 ≤ Niy ≤ originy + w2 )
OR (Niy == originy ± w2 ) AND (originx − w2 ≤ Nix ≤ originx + w2 ) then
3: Ni type← boundary
4: end if
/*Set level nodes */
5: k = 1
6: repeat
7: if (Nix == originx ± w2 − k) AND (originy − (w2 − k) ≤ Niy ≤ originy + (w2 + k))
OR (Niy == originy ± (w2 − k)) AND (originx − w2 − k ≤ Nix ≤ originx + (w2 + k)) then
8: Ni type = lNode k
9: end if
10: k = k + 1
11: until k! = β
12: if Ni type == boundary AND {( (originx − da) ≤ Nix ≤ originx AND Niy == originy − w2 ) OR ((originx −
w
2
) == Nix AND originy ≤ Niy ≤ (originy + da)) OR (originx ≤ Nix ≤ (originx + da) AND Niy ==
originy +
w
2
) OR (originx +
w
2
== Nix AND (originy − da) ≤ Niy ≤ originy)} then
13: Set Ni = Ne and then broadcast PFANS
14: Compare self nodes’ PFANS time with received PFANS time
15: if self PFANS time >neighbour PFANS time then
16: Set Ni to a normal boundary node.
17: end if
18: The earliest PFANS sender becomes the Nas /*Attribute start sensor node*/
19: end if
/*Set attributes nodes*/
20: From every Nas in the perimeter the n number of attributes will be allocated on perimeter nodes in a clockwise
direction
21: Create Rpc, Rnd, Rnc and RLf
22: Broadcast hello packets to the neighbours
23: if hello packet received OR sent to any Nj then
24: Update the Pc for each neighbour in Rpc and sort Rpc
25: end if
26: if hello packet exchange process done then
27: Broadcast a neighbour count packet with Ni(nc)
28: Update Nj(nc) in Rnc
29: end if
30: Update Lf using Rpc, Rnc and Rnd
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If data packet meets level-paths when traversing towards the perimeter, then data are
summarized along the nodes on the level-paths as shown in the Fig. 4.2. The data
dissemination process is summarized in Algorithm 10.
As explained in Section 3.7.4, the broadcast nature of the wireless medium can be
used to increase the data spread in the network. Information can be opportunistically
stored at multiple locations for the same dissemination cost. The metric used in
MDCP considers the sensor node with highest sensor node density and it further helps
to improve the data spread across the network. This provides a further improvement
in the QoS of the process of query resolution.
4.4 Query Resolution
Figure 4.3: Sensor Node q Querying for Detailed Information of Attribute-2
Query resolution is the most advantageous function of the MDCP approach due
to levels and query locality. If sensor node q needs to query detailed information of an
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Algorithm 10 Data Dissemination Process of MDCP
Require: x-coordinate of neighbour nodes Njx, y-coordinate of neighbour nodes Njy, the sensor node relatively
closest to the destination with the smallest packet count and with highest number of neighbours Nf , self
node neighbour count Ninc, data packet Pd, attribute type of the data packet Pa, attribute value of the
data packet Pv , the forwarding list Lf , the packet count Pc array of x,y coordinates of neighbours Rnd,
packet count array Rpc, neighbour count array Rnc, states of the packet packet state (PKT SEARCH LEVEL,
PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All N sensor nodes in the network are
connected
1: Create four data packets Pd (s) and set attribute type Pa and value Pv
2: Set packet state = PKT INITIAL
3: Forward packets to the neighbours
4: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
5: Update Lf using Rpc, Rnc and Rnd
6: if Data packet Pd is received then
7: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc and update Lf using Rpc and Rnd
8: Read packet state of Pd
9: switch (packet status)
10: case PKT INITIAL:
11: Set packet status← PKT SEARCH LEVEL
12: Select forwarding sensor node Nf from the Lf and forward data packet
13: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc
14: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc and Rnd
15: case PKT SEARCH LEVEL:
16: if Ni type == boundary then
17: Set packet status← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
18: Calculate the direction on the inner-path to travel locally and forward Pd to the next node in the calculated
direction
19: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc
20: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc and Rnd
21: end if
22: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
23: if Ni(a) == Pt then
24: Summarize the attribute value on the levels towards the origin
25: if Ni level == β AND Pa == Ni(a) then
26: Set packet status← PKT FINISH
27: end if
28: end if
29: Forward the data packet to the left sensor node on the perimeter
30: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc
31: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc and Rnd
32: end switch
33: end if
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Algorithm 11 Query Resolution Process of MDCP
Require: query message packet PQ, search level of informationQL, query searching attribute typeQa, the forwarding
list Lf , the forwarding node Nf (the sensor node with smallest packet count and closed to the destination also
with highest number of neighbours), the packet count Pc, array of x,y coordinates of neighbours Rnd, array of
neighbour count of a sensor node Rnc, packet count array Rpc, states of the packet packet state (PKT INITIAL,
PKT SEARCH LEVEL, PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: The perimeter is identiﬁed. The inner-path and level-paths are set. All N sensor nodes in the network are
connected
1: Create the query message PQ
2: Set packet state = PKT INITIAL, Qa, QL, Qcand Qr
3: Select Nf from the Lf and forward the PQ
4: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
5: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc, Rnc and Rnd
6: if A query packet PQ is received then
7: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
8: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc, Rnc and Rnd
9: Read packet state of PQ
10: switch (packet status)
11: case PKT INITIAL:
12: Set packet status← PKT SEARCH LEVEL
13: Select Nf from Lf and forward the query message
14: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc and using Rpc, Rnc and Rnd
15: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf
16: case PKT SEARCH LEVEL:
17: if current level == QL then
18: Set packet status← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
19: Calculate the direction and forward PQ
20: Update Pc of Rpc and sort
21: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc,Rnc and Rnd
22: else
23: Select Nf from the Lf and forward query message
24: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
25: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc, Rnd and Rnc
26: end if
27: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB :
28: if Ni(a) == Qa then
29: Set packet status← PKT FINISH
30: else
31: Calculate the traversing direction towards the attribute and traverse on the speciﬁed path
32: Update Pc of Rpc and sort
33: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc and Rnd
34: end if
35: end switch
36: end if
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attribute, then the sensornode forwards thequery to the closestperimeteras shown in
Fig. 4.3. When thequerypacket reaches theperimeter and adata storage sensornode
is not met, the boundary node calculates the direction, then it forwards the query
packet locally along the boundary sensor nodes in a calculated direction until the
correct data storage sensor node is met. If the query is looking for level information,
then thequery stopswhen itmeets the relevant leveland then calculates the traversing
direction to locate the attribute locally and forwards the query packet in calculated
direction in the level-path until meets the relevant attribute. The summarized steps
of the query processing is shown in Algorithm 11.
Two types of queries are resolved by MDCP approach and they are ANY and
ALL types queries.
ANY-type query - If the query packet meets a sensor node that contains data
relating to the attribute then the query is resolved and a response is sent to
the source node. ANY-type queries can take advantage of the opportunistic
data dissemination, because the metric creates the routing tree which considers
the neighbour count of the directly connected neighbours as  nc. The neighbour
density consideration in the next forwarding sensor node  nf selection is highly
advantageous for ANY-type queries.
ALL-type query - If the query reaches a storage node which contain all the data
for an attribute, then the query is resolved, and the retrieved data is sent to
the source. The data storage nodes which contain all the data for attributes
are in the perimeter of the network. Therefore, the query packet should be
forwarded towards the local perimeter to retrieve all the information of the
search attribute. If all information for an attribute of a level is needed then
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the query packet will traverse towards the local perimeter until a level-node of
the level ( i.e.,  ) speci ed in the query ismet. When the query packet reaches
the required level the traversing direction will be calculated and the query is
forwarded accordingly until it meets the nodewith the relevant attribute.
4.5 Metric for E cient Sensor Node Selection
Three criteria are looked intowhen selecting a sensor node ( nf ) to be included in the
data dissemination tree. They are: the packet count ( Pc), the distance gain ( dx ) of
the current sensor node ( cn ), bu er space  bx is the storage capacity a node can have
to process or to store the data and the neighbour count ( nc) of the directly connected
neighbouring nodes of  cn . The number of packets sent and received from a neighbour
sensor node is the packet count. The neighbour count ( nc) is the neighbour density
of the neighbouring nodes. The motivation for including these three criteria are as
follows.
(4.5.1) =  C. dx .n cPc.bx
where  C  is a constant.
By selecting the sensor node with lowest packet count ( i.e.,  sum of send and
received packet count indicates low energy consumption in the transmission so
that the residual energy is high) the network lifetime could be increased.
By selecting a sensor nodewith highest neighbour count the data spread could
be increased and could enable fast access of information for ANY-type queries
Bymaximizing thedistance gain, a largernetwork coverage is achieved in terms
of data dissemination
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4.6 Complexity Analysis
As discussed in the Chapter 2, there are three diﬀerent storage approaches namely
external storage approach, local storage approach and data-centric storage approach.
The three approaches lead to diﬀerent cost structures respectively. In external storage
approach, each sensor transmits its readings to an external sink at message cost of
O(
√
n) per transmission, where n is network size. The intuition behind this cost
is that, in the worst case, transmission spans the entire network whose diameter is
approximately n on average. As the external sink collects and stores data from all
sensors, external queries (i.e., queries generated outside the network) will be cost free.
However, each in-network query has to be delivered to the sink, generating O(
√
(n))
messages. In the local storage approach, each sensor stores its own collected data
locally at no communication cost. Because data is distributed in the network, each
query, whether in-network or external, has to be directed to all the sensors (e.g.,
by ﬂooding), leading to O(n) messages. In the data-centric storage approach, each
sensor maps its collected data to a unique label, e.g., a geographic location or virtual
coordinate in the network, using a global hash function, and then sends the data
to a sensor determined by the label through an underlying routing protocol. This
approach yields O(
√
(n)) messages for either storage or query.
As shown in 4.4, we consider a network of n nodes covering a rectangular ﬁeld.
In the known worst case, when resolving a query, a sensor node closer to the origin
will traverse to the closest boundary and go along the perimeter to the last data
collection sensor node as shown in the Fig. 4.4. The message cost CMDCPm for MDCP
is calculated using the following notations.
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Figure 4.4: A Query Reaching to the Last Data Storage Sensor Node to Retrieve Information in the Perimeter
n1 × n2: the number ofnodes in the whole network (we assume that this number
is always a perfect square); More speci cally, we use  n1 as the number of nodes
along the x-axis, and  ny as the number of nodes along the y-axis; In the worst
case  n1 =  n2 =  n . Therefore, the total number of nodes in the network is  n × n
k : the number of data collection nodes on the local perimeter
s : the average spacing between the nodes
n
2 : the cost for the query to reach the perimeter
In the known worst case,
–
n
2 × s : will be the average message cost form the origin to the perimeter,
and
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– ks: will be the average message cost on the local perimeter. In the worst
case na number of attributes could be spread over the local perimeter on
n number of nodes. Then the average message cost will be ns.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4.4, the message cost CMDCPm can be written as :
(4.6.1)
CMDCPm =
n
2
× s+ k × s
=
n
2
× s+ n× s
=
ns
2
+ ns
=
ns+ 2ns
2
=
3ns
2
From Eq. 4.6.1 we conclude that the message complexity CMDCPm of MDCP as O(n).
4.7 Simulation Results and Discussion
Performance evaluation of the MDCP was carried out using network simulator 2
(NS–2) [115], [118]. Initially, the network topology was a deployment of 9× 9 nodes
distributed randomly over a deployment area of 800 m2. Each sensor node in the
network was capable of generating data and queries with each simulation run.
For each simulation run, one sensor node was randomly chosen to be the query
generator. The perimeter nodes and level-paths were marked with their respective
attributes. Two level-paths were considered in the experiment (i.e., β = 2 ). The
consumer sensor node generated queries following a Poisson distribution with a mean
query inter-arrival rate (λ) of 2 seconds.
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To study the scalability of the approach, the number of nodes in the network was
varied from 81 to 1681. In order to compare the performance of MDCP, few other well-
known schemes such as double rulings, comb-needle, MDMRA - I (Grid), MDMRA
opportunistic, TPDCS, MDMRA random, DIM and MDS were also implemented. In
the implementation of TPDCS, the data regions were assigned by a time dimension
as well as data dimensions. Four attributes were considered with each scheme dur-
ing time dimension t0 to t4 where it is applicable. The data generation nodes, time
dimensions tn, data querying nodes, data values and attribute types used for queries
were chosen randomly, in each simulation run. The routing process was carried out
for TPDCS using the greedy perimeter stateless routing(GPSR) method [116]. Re-
sults were compared against the existing approaches double rulings, Comb-needle,
MDMRA-I (Grid), MDMRA opportunistic, TPDCS, MDMRA random, DIM and
MDS . In the implementation of the comb-needle approach, the size of the needle l
was set to 5 with an inter-comb spacing, s, of 1. For MDMRA schemes two level-paths
were used with an inner-path. For cross roads the four storage points were set in the
perimeter.
In the simulation of all approaches, initial spacing between two nodes was set
to 100m. At this width, a connected path to the network edge was achieved. The
communication range of each sensor node was approximately 100m. All results were
averaged over 30 simulation runs (with random seeds) with each run of 180 seconds
duration. The energy model deployed was the NS–2 energy model and every sim-
ulation run started with the initial energy of 1000 Joules in every sensor node for
residual energy calculations and to generate the energy maps.
In the ﬁrst instance, the main focus of the simulation was to study the QoS
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improvementsof theproposedapproach. We identi ed fourmainperformancemetrics
that were studied to measure the QoS improvements and the lifetime improvements
of the network.
These are:
Average data availability latency: the average time taken tomake the attribute
available on the data storage nodes
Average query resolution latency: the average time taken to resolve a query
sent by a consumer.
Average information discovery latency: summation of the average time taken
tomake the attribute available on the storage sensor node and the average time
taken to resolve a query.
Total consumed energy: the total energy consumed for data dissemination and
query resolution by individual nodes.
The rst three metrics provide information on the e ectiveness and completeness
of the proposed approach in improving QoS. The fourth metric provides information
on the energy-e ciency and the usage of the di erent approaches.
Figure 4.5 presents the results of the nine schemes with respect to average data
availability latency. The results reveal that with the comb-needle approach data are
available faster compared to other approaches and double rulings is the slowest in
making data available.
According to the Fig. 4.6, it could be observed that the three approaches namely,
MDCP, MDMRA opportunistic and MDMRA-II-ANY resolve queries faster than
other approaches. The opportunistic approaches are advantaged by the opportunistic
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Figure 4.5: Average Data Availability Latency Vs Network Size
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spread of the information. However, MDCP opportunistic approach considers the
sensor node density of the forwarding sensor node and it has helped to increase the
opportunistic spread of the information; hence improved query resolution latency.
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Figure 4.7: Average Information Discovery Latency Vs Network Size
As shown in Fig. 4.7, the MDCP and MDCP-opportunistic approaches outperform
the other approaches in information discovery. The main contributing component for
that is the query resolution latency which records faster query resolution time in
comparison to other approaches.
In Fig. 4.8 MDCP and MDCP-opportunistic approaches records the lowest energy
consumption compared to other approaches. Further, we observe that the MDCP op-
portunistic scheme is more scalable than MDMRA-I approach. The energy consump-
tion of MDMRA-I increases signiﬁcantly when the size of the network increases and
the data synchronization along the inner-path is mainly responsible for the high en-
ergy consumption. However, MDCP opportunistic uses distributed perimeter-based
storage together with opportunistic data spread which have helped to achieve a more
uniform and a more scalable energy consumption.
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Figure 4.9: The Energy Map for MDCP for Network Size 1089
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Figure 4.10: The Energy Map for MDCP Opportunistic for Network Size 1089
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the energy maps of MDCP and MDCP opportunistic
respectively. We can observe a distributed energy consumption and reduction of
hotspots with MDCP and MDCP opportunistic compared to MDMRA random, comb
needle, double ruling and TPDCS.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter, MDCP is presented as an energy eﬃcient information discovery
scheme for ANY-type and ALL-Type queries. The generated data are collected and
stored with the data storage nodes in the perimeter. The data storage sensor nodes
in a quadrant creates a inner-path. The sensor nodes towards the origin from the
inner-path create the level-paths and summarized information are stored in the level-
paths. The data packets will traverse towards the perimeter and meet level-paths and
ﬁnally the inner-path of the perimeter for the particular attribute. In some instances,
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while traversing to the perimeter, if the required storage node of the attribute on the
level-paths are not met, then the packet will traverse to the relevant data storage
node of that attribute and then again traverse towards the perimeter to meet the rel-
evant level-path nodes of diﬀerent levels. The simulation results shows that MDCP
and MDCP opportunistic approaches ﬁnd the target information by incurring lesser
energy, and latency compared to the other approaches considered. Further, results in-
dicate that the proposed scheme, MDCP, balances the load by enabling query locality
and each sensor node creating diﬀerent energy-rich trees towards perimeter for data
dissemination. In next chapter, an energy-eﬃcient time-based scheme for resolving
complex range queries which further aims at balancing the load of the network by
dividing the traﬃc into diﬀerent partitions is proposed.
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Chapter 5
Time-Based Range Query
Resolution on Random Wireless
Sensor Networks
The energy limitation constrains the operation of WSNs and compromises the long
term network performance. The approaches presented in Chapters 3 and 4, namely,
A-MDMRA, MDMRA random and MDCP provide fast query resolution and energy–
eﬃcient solutions to ensure QoS of WSNs. Similar to MDMRA random most of
the data-centric approaches have failed to eﬀectively deal with hotspots due to high
energy consumption in information discovery process [29]. Further, the diﬀerent types
of queries are resolved by WSNs and one such kind is range queries. Therefore, in
this chapter, a time-based, multi-dimensional, multi-resolution storage approach for
solving range queries eﬃciently is proposed. The proposed approach aims to balance
the energy consumption by balancing the traﬃc uniformly to ensure the maximum
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network lifetime and elimination of hotspots.
5.1 Introduction
Multidimensional WSNs are deployed in complex environments to sense and collect
data relating to multiple attributes. Such networks present unique challenges to data
dissemination, data storage and in-network query resolution. Recent algorithms pro-
posed for such WSNs are aimed at achieving better energy e ciency and minimizing
the latency. This creates certainhotspots and apartitionednetwork area. This isdue
to the overuse of certain sensor nodes in areas which are on the shortest path or clos-
est to the base station or data storage sensor nodes. The bene ts of load balancing
includes: reducing storage and query hotspots and to extend the expected lifespan
of the whole sensor network. Both energy e ciency and load balancing of storage
are critical considerations in the design of sensor networks. The design of the data
storage should support e cient data dissemination as well as di erent types of range
queries. The di erent types of range queries in a WSN can be classi ed as :
Simple single-rangequeries (SSQ) - Aquerywhich searches fora singleattribute
and a single range (e.g., 2  <  a  >  5 )
Simplemulti-rangequeries (SMQ)- Aquerywhich searches fora singleattribute
but multiple ranges (e.g., 2  <  a  >  5 AND 7  <  a  >  10)
Complex single-range queries (CSQ) - A query which searches for multiple at-
tributes but a single range (e.g., 2  <  a  >  5 AND 2  <  b  >  5)
Complex multi-range queries (CMQ) - A query which searches for multiple
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attributes and diﬀerent ranges (e.g., 2 < a > 5 AND 7 < b > 10)
In this chapter, a time-based multi-dimensional, multi-resolution storage approach
is proposed for range queries and aims to balance the energy consumption by balanc-
ing the traﬃc load as uniformly as possible.
5.2 Time-based Data-centric Storage for Load Bal-
ancing(TDSLB)
Recently, there has been a signiﬁcant amount of interest in the area of energy–eﬃcient
information discovery in WSNs [109]. One of the main considerations in this work
is to manage and avoid hotspots to save network-wide energy consumption. Most
DCS based information discovery methods for WSNs suﬀer from storage hotspots
and query hotspots [29]. Even though, TPDCS [27] attempts to manage hotspots it
has not completely solved the problem. Therefore, a novel DCS solution is proposed.
The approach is a time-based, multi-dimensional and multi-resolution storage for
load balancing using data-centric storage to overcome the problems derived from both
storage hotspots and the query hotspots. The approach is named as Time-based Data
centric Storage for Load Balancing (TDSLB). The proposed architecture is further
discussed in the following sections. In the next subsections, a self-organization process
for the network is presented including the data dissemination process, the query
resolution process and a metric to ﬁnd energy rich nodes.
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Algorithm 12 Simple Network Partitioning Algorithm for TDSLB
Require: number of attributes na
1: if na is an odd number then
2: divide the network into equal horizontal or vertical na number of partitions
3: else
4: if na is an even number then
5: the network area is divided into n˙a/2 vertical partitions
6: one horizontal partition across all n˙a/2 number of partitions making na
/
2 number of partitions to double
7: end if
8: end if
(a) A network with two partitions. (b) A network with four partitions
Figure 5.1: Positioning of the Partitions, Data Storage Ring and Level Nodes the Network
5.2.1 Network Self-Organization
Consider a network as shown in Fig. 5.1. Since sensor networks are deployed through
random scattering the ﬁrst goal is to organize the network so the perimeter of the
network and divide the network into na number of partitions following the simple
algorithm in Algorithm 12. And the second step is to clearly identify the Nr number
of data storage sensor nodes for each partition. A simple decentralized algorithm is
proposed to achieve the purpose. Since each sensor node is location aware, all nodes
with a certain distance d from the origin of the deployment area self-elect themselves
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to be boundary nodes on the network.
The network is divided into partitions depending on the number of attributes
Na and each partition has approximately the same number of sensor nodes. Each
partition has a local origin origin. The origing is the global origin of the network.
Every sensor node in the network is aware of the number of attributes, number of
partitions and also the x and y coordinates of the local origins of all the partitions
with respect to their storing attribute. The self-organization process is detailed in
Algorithm 13.
Algorithm 13 Self-organization Process of TDSLB
Require: width of the ﬁeld w, x-coordinate of neighbour nodes Nix, y-coordinate of neighbour nodes Niy, x-
coordinate of the global origin origingx, y-coordinate of global origin origingy , x-coordinate of the local origin
in partition Bi is Bi localx, y-coordinate of local origin Bi localy , number of attributes na, number of levels β,
number of nodes in the data storage ring Nr in the every partition Bi where i = 1, 2, 3, ...n, Number of partitions
B, the forwarding list Lf , packet count Pc, packet count array Rpc, self-sensor node type Ni type, array of x,y
coordinates of neighbours Rnd, forwarding sensor node list Lf , packet count list Rpc
Ensure: All nodes N in the network is connected
/*Set global origin */
1: Set global origin as origingx and origingy
/*Set perimeter (boundary) nodes*/
2: if (Nix == originx ± w2 ) AND (originy − w2 ≤ Niy ≤ originy + w2 )
OR (Niy == originy ± w2 ) AND (originx − w2 ≤ Nix ≤ originx + w2 ) then
3: Ni type← boundary
4: end if
5: Divide network into na number of partitions
6: Set local origins in the every partition as Bi localx and Bi localy
7: In every Bi partition set the storage ring based on time t0, t1, t3, . . . , tn
8: Set β number of level nodes on the data storage ring
9: Distribute the information of local origin to all N nodes
10: Create Lf , Rpc and Rnd
11: Send hello packets
12: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
13: Update Lf using Rpc, Rnd
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5.2.1.1 Deﬁning Data Storage Ring
In each partition, the sensor nodes with closest y coordinate to the origin(y) coor-
dinate and located above and below the local origin origin(y) are selected as the
attribute storage nodes. As a result, in a partition, the storage nodes will form a ring
around the local origin origin. As shown in Fig. 5.1 the data storage nodes store
data in a chronological order. The closest data storage sensor node to the global
origing stores t0 which is the time based information. The next sensor node towards
the boundary stores t1 and next t2 and so on.
5.2.1.2 Deﬁning Data Storage Levels
Some data storage nodes are selected as level nodes to store multiple resolutions
of data. The nodes on the data storage ring of each partition stores a detailed
observation of their relevant attribute. The number of levels β is pre-deﬁned by the
user or the application. The level sensor nodes on the data storage ring are identiﬁed
based on the given temporal requirements. On the data storage ring, the closest
sensor node to the origing is assigned as the ﬁrst level sensor node for that attribute.
For example, if a scenario requires three levels (e.g., β = 3) then each partition has
to identify 3 level nodes (i.e., level sensor node 1 - minute wise, level sensor node 2 -
hour wise, level sensor node 3 - day wise).
Once the partitions and the storage nodes are identiﬁed, the nodes begin the
network self-organization process. Each sensor node sends out a short hello packet to
its neighbouring nodes within the transmission range R. This process helps to identify
the neighbouring nodes and their locations (x and y coordinates). The forwarding of
the hello packets stops after all the neighbours within a sensor node’s transmission
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range R are identiﬁed.
5.2.2 Data Dissemination
The proposed scheme of information discovery consists of an energy–eﬃcient data
dissemination process and a query resolution process. First, the details of the data
dissemination process is described. Once the network organization is completed the
data dissemination process aims to achieve storage through a time-based hashing of
the data that is produced in the network. The data dissemination process consists
of three steps, namely, reach data storage ring, search data storage sensor node and
update the level information
(i) STEP I - Reach data storage ring
As shown in Algorithm 14, when the producer sensor node p detects an event
for say, attribute ai, then the sensor node p calculates the relevant partition and
also identiﬁes the x and y coordinates of the local origins. The sensor node p
creates a data packet with the event detection time, the type of the attribute,
the value of the attribute, and also the x and y coordinates of the relevant
local origin. Then the sensor node selects the forwarding sensor node using the
routing metrics as discussed in Section 5.2.4 and forwards the packet. Each
sensor node ﬁnds the forwarding sensor node for the forwarding partition using
the same metric in Section 5.2.4 and forwards the packet towards the local origin
(origin) of the relevant partition until it meets the data storage ring.
(ii) STEP II - Search data storage sensor node
When the data packet reaches a sensor node in the data storage ring, then that
sensor node calculates the direction of the relevant data storage node Sa for the
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Algorithm 14 Data Dissemination Process of TDSLB
Require: data packet Pd, attribute type of the data packet Pa, attribute value set in the data packet Pv , num-
ber of nodes for data storage ring Nr in the every partition Bi, the sensor node relatively closest to the
destination with the smallest packet count (forwarding sensor node) Nf , the relevant sensor node on the
data storage ring Ns, the detection time of the attribute tn, array of x,y coordinates of neighbours Rnd,
forwarding sensor node list Lf , packet count list Rpc, states of the packet packet state (PKT INITIAL,
PKT SEARCH DATA STORAGE RING, PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: All nodes N in the network is connected. The boundary nodes are identiﬁed. A number of partitions are
divided. Data storage ring is set with time values t0, t1, t3, . . . , tn
1: Create a data packet Pd and set attribute type Pa, value Pv and attribute detection time tn
2: Identify responsible storing partition Bi and
3: Set the local origin (localx and localy) coordinates in Pd
4: Set packet state← PKT INITIAL
5: Select forwarding sensor node Nf from the Lf and send data packet
6: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
7: Update forwarding sensor node list Lf using Rpc and Rnd
8: if Data packet Pd is received then
9: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc update Lf using Rpc and Rnd
10: Read packet state of Pd
11: switch (packet state)
12: case PKT INITIAL:
13: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH DATA STORAGE RING
14: Select Nf from the Lf and forward data packet
15: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc
16: Update Lf using Rpc and Rnd
17: case PKT SEARCH DATA STORAGE RING:
18: if Data storage ring met then
19: Use n of tn and calculate Ns using n%Nr
20: Calculate the direction to travel to Ns on the data storage ring
21: Set packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
22: Forward data packet to the relevant neighbour sensor node on data storage ring
23: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc
24: Lf using Rpc and Rnd
25: else
26: Select Nf from the Lf and forward data packet
27: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc
28: Lf using Rpc and Rnd
29: end if
30: case PKT SEARCH DATA STORAGE RING:
31: if Ns met then
32: if all levels met then
33: Set packet state← = PKT FINISH
34: else
35: Forward Pd to the relevant neighbour sensor node on data storage ring towards the calculated direction
36: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc
37: Lf using Rpc and Rnd
38: end if
39: end if
40: end switch
41: end if
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(a) Sensor p detects an event of at-
tribute A0 .
(b) Sensor p detects an event of at-
tribute A3
Figure 5.2: Data Dissemination Process of TDSLB
Sensor p detects an event and routing towards the respective data storage ring and then to the relevant sensor node
Sa
time stamp using Eq. 5.2.1 where Nr is the total number of nodes in the data
storage ring and ti is the actual event detection time.
(5.2.1)Sa = i%Nr
As an example, if a sensor node in the partition P0 detects a value for attribute
A3 at time t20 the value will be stored in sensor node t4 in partition P3 as shown
in Fig. 5.2. First, the data packet is created by the producer sensor node p with
the attribute type, data value and actual event detection time. Then the data
packet is forwarded towards the local origin of the partition P3. This partition
P3 has Nr data storage sensor nodes on the data storage ring. When the data
packet reaches the data storage ring, the node on the data storage ring received
the data packet will then calculate the relevant data storage sensor node using
Eq. 5.2.1. For example, if the actual time of the detected event is t20, with eight
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nodes on the data storage ring (i.e., if Nr = 8), the modulus is calculated using
the time and the total number of nodes in the data storage ring as shown in
the Eq. 5.2.1 (i.e., 20%8 = 4). Then as shown in Fig. 5.2, the storage sensor
node in the data storage ring will calculate the direction of the data packet in
the data storage ring and forward it to the next node in the calculated direction
until it meets sensor node t4 to store the actual attribute value detected in t20
by sensor node p
(iii) STEP III - Update the level-nodes
Once data is copied onto the relevant attribute storage node on the data storage
ring, next the level information nodes will be updated for the attribute. The
data packet further traverses on the data storage ring to the level nodes to
update the level information for multiple resolutions. However, if the level node
is met while performing STEP II, then the level node will be updated prior to
visiting the relevant attribute storage node.
5.2.3 Query Resolution
The second major component of our scheme is the query resolution process which is
summarized in the Algorithm 15. Eﬃcient query resolution for time-based queries,
is the proven beneﬁt of this scheme. The ﬂooding of data that is produced in the
network to every sensor node within the network minimizes the query resolution
cost, but, it is an ineﬃcient solution which consumes considerable energy within
the network. However, using the proposed query resolution mechanisms the query
resolution cost can be signiﬁcantly reduced for diﬀerent query types. Based on the
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Algorithm 15 Query Resolution Process of TDSLB
Require: query message packet PQ, Local origin of the partition Bi, query attribute Qa, search query range based
on time Qr, forwarding sensor node list Lf , the packet count Pc array of x,y coordinates of neighbours Rnd,
packet count list Rpc, querying level QL, attribute of the storing sensor node Na, type of the query Qc (sim-
ple, complex), the state of the packet packet state (PKT INITIAL, PKT SEARCH DATA STORAGE RING,
PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB, PKT FINISH)
Ensure: All N nodes in the network are connected. The boundary nodes are identiﬁed. A number of partitions are
divided. Data storage ring is set with time values t0, t1, t3, . . . , tn
1: if Qc == simple then
2: Create PQ
3: Set Qa, Qr, storage partition Bi and QL
4: else
5: if Qc == complex then
6: Create multiple PQs
7: Set Qas, Qrs, storage partition Bis and QLs
8: end if
9: end if
10: Set packet state← PKT INITIAL of each PQ
11: Select forwarding sensor node Nf from the Lf and forward packet
12: Update Pc of Rpc and sort Rpc
13: Update Lf using Rpc and Rnd
14: if Data packet PQ is received then
15: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc and update Lf using Rpc and Rnd
16: Read packet state of PQ
17: switch (packet state)
18: case PKT INITIAL:
19: Set packet state←PKT SEARCH DATA STORAGE RING
20: Select forwarding sensor node Nf from the Lf
21: Forward the query message to the Nf
22: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc and update Lf using Rpc and Rnd
23: case PKT SEARCH DATA STORAGE RING:
24: if Data storage ring met then
25: packet state← PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB
26: else
27: Select forwarding sensor node Nf from the Lf
28: Forward the data packet to the Nf
29: Update Pc of Rpc, sort Rpc and update Lf using Rpc and Rnd
30: end if
31: case PKT SEARCH FOR ATTRIB:
32: if PQ met ﬁrst or relevant attribute node then
33: Collect data for range Qr in traversing on the data aggregation nodes towards the calculated direction
34: Set packet state← PKT FINISH
35: else
36: Calculate the next sensor node on the data storage ring and forward
37: end if
38: end switch
39: end if
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(a) Simple query resolution on two par-
titioned network.
(b) Simple query resolution on four par-
titioned network.
Figure 5.3: Simple Query Resolution Process of TDSLB
Route the query message to the relevant partition, then to the data storage ring and to the correct data storage sensor
node.
query type TDSLB uses diﬀerent approaches to resolve the queries which are detailed
in following sub sections.
5.2.3.1 Resolving a Simple Query
A simple query is resolved with TDSLB using a single query as follows. If a consumer
node q needs information about an attribute ai, then the sensor node will calculate the
relevant partition. If the query needs information for an attribute between t10 and
t12 then the query packet is marked with the partition, relevant attribute, desired
level of information and the time range. Next the query packet traverses towards
the relevant partition using the metric discussed in Section 5.2.4. When the packet
meets the data storage ring, it then calculates the nodes with relevant ti values using
Eq. 5.2.1. If the query asks for the time range from t10 to t12 then the nodes on
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the storage ring to be visited are t2, t3 and t4 (i.e., 10%8 = 2 and 12%8 = 4). The
query then starts traversing along the data storage ring in a calculated direction (i.e.,
closer to the relevant data storage ring) until the correct time-based storage nodes
or the level sensor node is found. Once the query meets the level sensor node or the
time storage sensor node, it stops and returns to the source sensor node with the
information.
5.2.3.2 Resolving a Complex Query
Complex queries are diﬀerent to simple queries, since they search for multiple at-
tributes. To resolve a such a query, the sensor node q sends multiple, parallel queries
to the data storage ring as shown in Fig. 5.3. The queries are directed to the data
storage rings based on the local origin of the attribute partitions. Once each query
reaches the data storage ring, it calculates Sa using Eq. 5.2.1 where i = arg(ti) and
ﬁnds the relevant storage sensor node(s). Next, the data packet traverses along the
ring in a calculated direction till it meets the correct storage sensor node.
Figure 5.4: Query Resolution Process of TDSLB for Attribute A1
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5.2.4 Metric for Energy-Eﬃcient Sensor Node Selection
To enhance energy eﬃciency, we propose a metric for node selection. Two criteria
were considered to be optimized when selecting a forwarding node (Nf ) to be included
in the data dissemination or query resolution tree. They are: the packet count (Pc)
and the distance gain (dx) of the current sensor node cn .
(5.2.2)ρ = C.
(
dx
Pc
)
where C is a constant.
The number of packets sent and received from a neighbour sensor node is the packet
count. The forwarding sensor node Nf is selected using ρ shown in Eq. 5.2.2 and will
be included in the data dissemination or query resolution tree (i.e., with the lowest
packet count and the closest to the destination calculated). The motivation behind
this is to use those nodes with a higher residual energy.
5.3 Complexity
In the following subsections, the cost associated with TDSLB and TPDCS methods
are analyzed and compared.
5.3.1 Cost Analysis of TDSLB
If the number of nodes along the width and the height of the sensor ﬁeld is n1 and
n2 respectively and if the average spacing between two nodes is s, then the area A is
(n1 − 1)s× (n2 − 1)s. Let k be the number of nodes in the data storage ring. In the
worst case, the average distance r to reach the data storage ring from an any edge
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sensor node is (n1−1)s
4
or (n2−1)s
4
. As shown in Fig 5.5 in the known worst case, the
Figure 5.5: The Worst Case Path in the Query Resolution Process for TDSLB
message cost CTDSLBm can be written as,
CTDSLBm = (n1 − 1)s+ (n2 − 1)s+ r + ks (5.3.1)
A = (n1 − 1)s× (n2 − 1)s (5.3.2)
if n1 is large and n2 is large, then n1 − 1 ∼ n1 and n2 − 1 ∼ n2 , therefore,
A = n1s× n2s (5.3.3)
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Using Eq. 5.3.3,
A = n1n2s
2 (5.3.4)
n2 =
A
n1s2
(5.3.5)
After substitution of n2 from Eq. 5.3.5 in Eq. 5.3.1
CTDSLBm = n1 +
A
n1s2
+
n1s
4
+ ks (5.3.6)
If n1 = n2 = n then
CTDSLBm = n+
A
ns2
+
ns
4
+ ks (5.3.7)
(5.3.8)
CTDSLBm = n+
A
ns2
+
ns
4
+ ks
=
(4n2s2) + 4A+ (n2s3) + (4kns3)
4ns2
= (n+ ks) +
ns
4
+
A
ns2
After solving Eq. 5.3.7, we observe that the order is O(n).
5.3.2 Cost Analysis of TPDCS
As described in Section 2.3.2, TPDCS is a scheme with fully distributed storage
structure and an attribute is stored in the network based on the time dimension and
the data dimension. The worst case can be considered as where a query needs all
values of an attribute (e.g., temperature from 0 to 100◦C within t0 to tn) then the
querying sensor node should send multiple subqueries to the relevant nodes. As shown
in Fig. 5.6, if the network size is n1×n2 then, in the known worst case, n1 = n2 = n.
Then there are n× n = n2 total number of nodes.
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Figure 5.6: Data Regions at Tn for TPDCS
If a sensor node needs all data for an attribute at Tn, then the querying sensor node required to send subqueries to
all nodes (i.e., n1 × n2).
In the known worst case at Tn subqueries should be sent to all n
2 nodes to re-
trieve all the information for a relevant attribute. (i.e., to retrieve all the data for
temperature 0 to 80◦C within t0 to tn).
Therefore, the message cost CTPDCSm for TPDCS is :
n× n = n2 (5.3.9)
From Eq. 5.3.9, we can observe that the order of message cost CTPDCSm is O(n
2)
5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
Performance evaluation of the TDSLB was carried out using network simulator 2
(NS–2) [115], [118]. Initially, the network topology was a deployment of 9× 9 nodes
distributed randomly over a deployment area of 800 m2. Each sensor node in the
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network was capable of generating data and queries during each simulation run.
For each simulation run one sensor node was randomly chosen to be the query
generator. Partitions were marked with their respective attributes and the nodes on
the data storage ring were marked with their responsible time values. Further, three
level nodes were identiﬁed and marked. The consumer sensor node generated queries
following a Poisson distribution with a mean query inter-arrival rate (λ) of 2 seconds.
To study the scalability of the approach on network performance, the number
of nodes in the network was varied from 81 to 1681. In order to compare the per-
formance of TDSLB, the other three well-known schemes were implemented namely
TPDCS (time parameterized data centric storage), DIM (distributed index for multi-
dimensional data) and MDS (multi-dimensional search). They are popular approaches
which are developed to solve the range queries. In our implementation of TPDCS,
the data regions were assigned by a time dimension as well as data dimensions. Two
attributes were considered with each scheme. With TPDCS, two attributes were con-
sidered during time dimension t0 to t4. The data generation nodes, time dimensions
tn, data querying nodes, data values and attribute types used for queries were cho-
sen randomly in each simulation run. The routing process was carried out for DIM,
TPDCS and MDS, using the greedy perimeter stateless routing(GPSR) method [116].
In our simulation of both approaches, initial spacing between two nodes was set
to 100m. At this spacing, a connected path to the network edge was achieved. The
communication range of each sensor node was approximately 100m. All results were
averaged over 30 simulation runs (with random seeds) with each run of 180 seconds
duration. The energy model deployed was the NS–2 energy model and every sim-
ulation run started with the initial energy of 1000 Joules in every sensor node for
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residual energy calculations and also to generate the energy maps.
In the rst instance, the main focus of the simulation was to study the QoS
improvements of the proposed approach. We identi ed four main performance metrics
and they are :
Average data availability latency: the average time taken for an attribute to
become available on the data storage nodes
Average query resolution latency: the average time taken to resolve a query
sent by a consumer.
Average information discovery latency: summation of the average time taken
for the attribute to become available on the storage sensor node and the average
time taken to resolve a query.
Total consumed energy: the total energy consumed for data dissemination and
query resolution by individual nodes.
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The ﬁrst three metrics provide information on the eﬀectiveness and completeness
of the proposed approach in improving QoS. The fourth metric provides information
on the energy-eﬃciency and the usage of the diﬀerent approaches.
Figure 5.7 shows the average data availability latency is lower with TDSLB and
MDS approaches compared to DIM and TPDCS. Therefore, data is available for
access quicker with TDSLB and MDS.
Figure 5.8 shows the query latencies for simple queries. TDSLB approach is
eﬃcient in resolving simple range queries. And DIM, MDS and TPDCS are less
eﬃcient in resolving simple range queries compared to TDSLB.
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Figure 5.9 presents the average query resolution latencies for resolving complex
queries for the four approaches. As shown in Fig. 5.9, TDSLB also outperforms in
resolving complex queries compared to MDS, TPDCS and DIM. TPDCS and DIM
have a fully distributed data storage architecture. Specially, TPDCS divides data
based on the time dimension. This architecture helps in solving range queries, but is
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more time consuming. With this nature of distributed storage, a query is resolved by
sending multiple queries to the multiple responsible storage sensor nodes. Further, the
waiting time for answers to return from diﬀerent nodes to the query issuer sensor node,
contributes to the higher average complex query resolution latency for TPDCS. MDS
uses a single query and visits all the data storage nodes to collect relevant information
and it contributes to the higher latency. However, the distributed storage architecture
for TDSLB is diﬀerent to other approaches, because for an attribute the values are
stored in a set of deﬁned nodes and the storage loactions can be easily located using
local origin origin.
From Fig. 5.10 it is observed that TDSLB and MDS are more eﬃcient in terms of
total information discovery latency compared to DIM and TPDCS for simple queries.
According to Fig. 5.10, TDSLB has the minimum average information discovery (the
most eﬃcient) latency compared to the other three approaches. The simple query
resolution process is advantaged by the distributed storage architecture of the TDSLB.
Since a simple query is for a single attribute it is well suited for TDSLB since the data
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storage ring holds all the values for an attribute in a partition. Consequently, TDSLB
incurs the lowest average information discovery latency compared to the TPDCS.
Network Size
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The average information discovery latencies for complex queries for diﬀerent net-
work sizes are presented in Fig. 5.11. TDSLB reports the lowest information discovery
latency compared to the other three approaches. A complex query is on multiple at-
tributes and also on diﬀerent ranges. If a complex query is on ax number of attributes
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then the querying node will generate an number of subqueries and send them to their
respective storage partitions. And for all the values for an attribute based on their
time will be on the data storage ring and very easy to locate. Therefore, we can
observe that TDSLB records the lowest information discovery latency compared to
other three approaches namely, TPDCS, MDS and DIM. MDS uses a single query
from one data storage point to another data storage point and which leads to higher
delay when processing complex queries since it has multiple attributes to collect.
DIM uses a tree approach and sends multiple subqueries to diﬀerent sensor nodes
located in diﬀerent areas in the ﬁeld. In order to ﬁnd the relevant data storage sensor
nodes for a complex range query, DIM creates subqueries and these subqueries use a
tree structure and a code to ﬁnd the relevant data storage node as explained in Sec-
tion 2.3.3.5. Therefore, DIM also consumes more time in the query resolution process
especially with multiple attributes. With an increase in the number of subqueries,
there will be an increased delay to receive answers from all the subqueries based on
their distances. Further, with TPDCS which has a fully distributed data storage
structure an attribute is spread over the network using time dimension and the data
dimensions. Therefore, querying nodes will generate multiple subqueries depending
on the attributes and also based on the ranges of attributes required. The number
of subqueries depending on the range deﬁned in the query and the waiting time for
all the subqueries to return is comparatively high with TPDCS. Therefore, TPDCS
has high query resolution latency which contributes to a high information discovery
latency. Accordingly, due to the highly distributed nature of data storage nodes the
process of information discovery for complex queries is more time consuming with
DIM and TPDCS.
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Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 present the results of the total consumed energy for simple
queries and complex queries respectively. The total energy consumption is less for
the TDSLB approach for solving simple queries and complex queries in comparison
to the other three approaches namely DIM, MDS and TPDCS. This is due to the
eﬃcient energy consumption by the TDSLB approach. TDSLB always selects the
sensor node closest to the relevant partition with highest energy using the metrics
described in Section 5.2.4. As a result, the TDSLB approach consumes less energy.
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The energy map for TDSLB is shown in Fig. 5.14. And it shows the relieved
hotspots in the network.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, a time-based multi-dimensional, multi-resolution storage approach
for range queries aimed at balancing the load of the network was proposed. Results
show that the proposed approach maximize the network lifetime by reducing hotspots
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and also minimized the information discovery latency resulting in QoS improvements.
Further, the proposed TDSLB approach takes residual energy levels in individual sen-
sors and also the closest sensor node to the destination into account. The proposed
information storage and dissemination model uses a distributed algorithm to con-
struct multiple energy-rich trees rooted at the information producing sensor node.
At the end of the chapter, the simulation results of TDSLB are presented and results
shows that TDSLB oﬀers signiﬁcant improvements on information discovery latency
compared with current approaches. In addition, the results show that the Quality of
Service improvements come with reduction of hotspots and signiﬁcant network-wide
energy saving and increased network lifetime of the WSNs. In the future, a method for
dealing with loss of data will be developed. We note that most of the other solutions
use data redundancy to manage this aspect. However, storing several copies of data
is costly and increases the data dissemination latency, hence, information discovery
latency.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis on information dis-
covery in multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs, provides an overall conclusion and
points out the directions for further research.
6.1 Summary of Thesis
Multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs are deployed to detect or measure multiple
attributes in complex environments. Information discovery in multi-dimensional au-
tonomous WSNs has attracted a lot of attention due to their involvement in mission-
critical applications in hostile environments. The environment and the applications
where multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs are deployed in, introduce unique chal-
lenges for the process of information discovery compared to traditional WSNs which
works with a central control centre (sink). The main research problem addressed
in this thesis is the design and development of fast, energy-eﬃcient, scalable and
load-balanced approaches for information discovery to improve the QoS and also to
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maximize the lifetime ofmulti-dimensional autonomous WSNs.
Novel approaches to information discovery in multi-dimensional WSNs are pro-
posed in this thesis and with evidence that they perform better than other current
approaches. The multi-dimensional storage is designed with multi-resolution, aiming
to maximize network lifetime and minimize the query resolution latency resulting in
QoS improvements for the WSN. Theproposed information storageanddissemination
models based on DCS use distributed algorithms to construct multiple energy-rich
trees rooted at the information producing node. These trees are built considering
the residual energy levels in individual sensors. In this thesis we have proposed and
contributed four approaches for e cient information discovery in multi-dimensional
autonomous WSNs which can be summarized as follows :
Adecentralizednetwork self-organizationprotocol that enables thedata-centric
storage ofmulti-dimensional data on grids with multi-resolution. With this ap-
proachwe investigatedan adaptiveoptimal routing structure for energy e cient
data dissemination and query resolution in WSNs. The proposed method in
Chapter 3 includes a fast and energy e cient query resolution approach with
multi-resolution that supports both ANY-type (local) and ALL-type (global)
queries. Further, in Chapter 3, MDMRA is extended for randomly deployed
multi-dimensionalautonomous WSNs. MDMRA random isamulti-dimensional
storage architecture on randomly deployed sensor networks. The proposed
method includes a metric for energy e cient node selection using the packet
count of neighbours.
An energy-e cient, load-balanced and perimeter-based data collection method
to increase the query locality is proposed in Chapter 4. The proposed method
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consists of perimeter-based data storage for multiple attributes, a metric to
develop energy e cient routing trees and mitigation of the hotspots problem.
A distributed, energy-e cient, load-balanced, time-based storage architecture
for multi-dimensional random WSNs that aims at minimizing hotspots and
supports simple and complex range query resolution in multi-dimensional au-
tonomous WSNs is presented in Chapter 5.
First, the A-MDMRA was proposed which incorporates two MDMRA models
( i.e.,  MDMRA-I and MDMRA-II). A-MDMRA is a simpleyet e cientdatadiscovery
scheme for supporting queries in large-scale sensor networks. A-MDMRA model was
used to study the bene ts of balancing  push  (data dissemination) and  pull  (query
resolution) in large-scale multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs. The results show
the MDMRA-II is better for managing locally available data and also suitable for
networks where  f e > f q. Alternatively, MDMRA-I is better for networks where
query resolution frequency is higher than the event generation frequency ( f e < f q).
The average query resolution latency is approximately the same for MDMRA-I and
MDMRA-II for ANY-type (local) queries. The resolution levels and local availability
of the data have helped acquire a low average query resolution for MDMRA-I and
ANY-type (local) queries for MDMRA-II. Further, we observe that the average query
resolution latency is the highest for the MDMRA-II-ALL (global) type in comparison
to the other selected approaches. Traveling along the inner-path to retrieve all of the
information related to an attribute contributes to the higher average query resolution
latency for the MDMRA-II-ALL (global) approach.
Thedatadissemination costvaries for MDMRA randomand MDMRAopportunis-
tic approaches based on the size of the inner-path and number of levels. However,
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with MDMRA random, the query resolution cost is low due to multi-resolution. Fur-
ther, the opportunistic storage of data reduces the query resolution cost for ANY-type
queries with the MDMRA opportunistic approach. Hence, the MDMRA opportunis-
tic energy consumption tends to be quite low and has the highest residual energy
compared to the other approaches. As a result, MDMRA opportunistic has the high-
est lifetime compared with other selected approaches in the process of information
discovery.
MDCP and MDCP opportunistic are proposed in Chapter 4 and data is stored/
aggregated in the perimeter to increase the query locality. These two approaches
use metric-based routing mechanisms towards the perimeter and develop energy-rich
routing trees. MDCP outperforms other approaches in the process of information
discovery by incurring higher energy consumption and lesser query resolution latency.
In order to distribute the traﬃc as uniformly as possible and to reduce data and
storage hotspots, TDSLB is proposed in Chapter 5 and it is observed that TDSLB
outperforms other multi-dimensional approaches in terms of minimizing the latency
in simple query resolution. Further, results show that TDSLB minimizes the energy
consumption, specially when executing complex queries.
6.2 Discussion
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the requirement of energy-eﬃcient and distributed meth-
ods for in-network data storage, data dissemination and query resolution of multiple
attributes for information discovery in multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs is the
main motivation for the work in this thesis. Therefore, the objective of the research
as in Chapter 1 is to design and develop energy-eﬃcient, scalable and load-balanced
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approaches for information discovery to improve the QoS and hence to maximize
the lifetime of multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs. Four current approaches with
the proposed approaches are used for comparison in Table 6.1 and they are Double
rulings [99], ACOMSR [111], MDS [78] and TPDCS [27]. The same comparison at-
tributes used as in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 and selected approaches are with higher number
of “Yes’s” and at least one “No” or “R” for hotspots, which indicates that they have
higher performance compared to other existing approaches. All solutions proposed
in this thesis are for multi-dimensional WSNs and exploit distributed data storage.
Further, multi-resolution was introduced to all the proposed solutions in this thesis
and the other approaches that were used in the comparison do not implement multi-
resolution in their approaches. All the approaches mentioned in Table 6.1 have a
notion of network boundary. And all the sensor nodes are aware of their locations
(i.e., x and y coordinates).
The communication overhead is moderate with the proposed approaches com-
pared to the current approaches. The communication overhead increases if the self-
organization process consists of high data dissemination. Query locality is acquired
with MDMRA-I and MDCP. Since every quadrant has a copy of the data for each
attribute. Therefore, any sensor node could query from the closest copy of data,
hence, saves energy over the network.
Hotspots are one of the major considerations of this research work. With MDCP
and TDSLB the hotspots are relieved. MDCP creates diﬀerent energy rich paths in
the data dissemination and acquires query locality for query resolution. Therefore,
the load of the network is distributed and will not overload certain sensor nodes.
Further, with TDSLB the network is partitioned based on the number of attributes
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and uniformly distributes the tra c based on the time. Unless, all the queries are for
one attribute then the load of the network will be divided into di erent partitions.
All the approaches compared in Table 6.1 use some form of distributed data storage.
Data redundancy is always bene cial for fault tolerance and also for reducing query
resolution latency. A-MDMRA and MDCP have 4 replicas of the detailed and level
information of each attribute. MDMRA random has two replicas for each attribute.
However, TDSLB does not maintain replicas of data.
The retrieval of information is exible if the approach o ers query locality up
to some level. Among the proposed approaches, MDMRA-I and MDCP o ers very
high level of information retrieval and proves it by recording the low latency in query
resolution. MDMRA-II has global query resolution and does not o er exible query
resolution.
The proposed solutions in this thesis are energy e cient, scalable and load bal-
anced. Because,
Energy E cient : MDMRA-I and MDCP ensures the maximum lifetime of the
network. The query resolution is the main contributor for energy e ciency by
o ering local query resolution. In the MDMRA-II approach, the main contrib-
utor of saving energy is data dissemination. Further, with MDCP and TDSLB
the energy rich data dissemination and query resolution trees are developed
based on energy metrics. The energy metrics help to nd the forwarding node
with highest residual energy.
Scalable : The proposed approaches do not incur more energy or information
discovery latency when the size of the network increases.
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Load Balanced : MDCP and TDSLB approaches both deal with hotspots.
MDCP creates di erent energy rich trees in data dissemination and enables
fast query resolution having multiple copies of the data in the di erent quad-
rants of the network. TDSLB divides the load of the network by dividing the
tra c for di erent partitions based on the attributes.
Fast query resolution : The results of each chapter show that the proposed
approaches incur lower query resolution latency and hence, contribute to im-
proving the QoS of the process of information discovery.
The next section lists and brie y explains about the future directions of the re-
search in this area.
6.3 Future Work
In this section, the possible research and experimental studies which could be carried
out in the future are highlighted.
Extend proposed approaches for mobile platforms
The study of the current approach for information discovery is restricted to
the static network structures. In the future, the proposed methods could be
extended to sensor network deployments in mobile / vehicular platforms.
Fault tolerance
The proposed approaches assume that all the sensors are connected. In a sit-
uation if a sensor node or a link failed the network could be partitioned and
stop working completely. The fault tolerance mechanisms are essential to con-
tinue the operational status of the network. The proposed approaches could be
170
extended by adding fault tolerance mechanisms. Therefore, the future research
could be focused on developing fault tolerance architectures for the proposed
approaches.
This thesis provides four approaches for energy eﬃcient information discovery in
multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs. The proposed solutions will beneﬁt the area
of multi-dimensional autonomous WSNs and related applications. Researchers can
build on these contributions and propose further improved solutions which could
contribute for an eﬃcient information discovery process on multi-dimensional au-
tonomous WSNs.
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